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IntroductionIntroduction

•• This presentation provides an overview of the StateThis presentation provides an overview of the State--ofof--thethe--Market Report for Market Report for 
the Midwest ISO electricity markets for 2005.the Midwest ISO electricity markets for 2005.

•• The Midwest ISO introduced competitive wholesale electricity marThe Midwest ISO introduced competitive wholesale electricity markets on kets on 
April 1, 2005.  These markets include:April 1, 2005.  These markets include:

DayDay--ahead and realahead and real--time energy markets that produce locational marginal time energy markets that produce locational marginal 
prices (prices (““LMPLMP””) reflecting the value of transmission congestion throughout the) reflecting the value of transmission congestion throughout the
system; andsystem; and

Financial Transmission Rights (Financial Transmission Rights (““FTRsFTRs””) that allow participants to hedge ) that allow participants to hedge 
congestion between various locations.congestion between various locations.

•• This report evaluates the initial results of the Midwest ISOThis report evaluates the initial results of the Midwest ISO’’s energy markets s energy markets 
and assesses the overall competitive performance of the markets and assesses the overall competitive performance of the markets in 2005.in 2005.
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Summary of ConclusionsSummary of Conclusions

•• The introduction of the Midwest ISO energy markets was relativelThe introduction of the Midwest ISO energy markets was relatively smooth y smooth 
with no significant disruptions.  This is significant given:with no significant disruptions.  This is significant given:

The expansive geographic scope of the Midwest ISO markets;The expansive geographic scope of the Midwest ISO markets;

The transition from a decentralized wholesale market that reliedThe transition from a decentralized wholesale market that relied on bilateral on bilateral 
trading to a coordinated centralized set of wholesale energy martrading to a coordinated centralized set of wholesale energy markets.kets.

•• The Midwest ISO energy markets performed competitively in 2005.The Midwest ISO energy markets performed competitively in 2005.

There was very little evidence of any exercises of market power There was very little evidence of any exercises of market power after the costafter the cost--
based offer requirement was removed on June 1, 2005.based offer requirement was removed on June 1, 2005.

Individual suppliers throughout the MISO region have local markeIndividual suppliers throughout the MISO region have local market power t power 
associated with specific transmission constraints.associated with specific transmission constraints.

However, the mitigation measures were employed relatively infreqHowever, the mitigation measures were employed relatively infrequently to uently to 
address economic withholding that would have increased energy praddress economic withholding that would have increased energy prices or ices or 
revenue sufficiency guarantee (revenue sufficiency guarantee (““RSGRSG””) costs. ) costs. 

•• The remainder of this executive summary provides our conclusionsThe remainder of this executive summary provides our conclusions and and 
recommendations in a number of specific areas.recommendations in a number of specific areas.
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Benefits of the Midwest ISO Energy MarketsBenefits of the Midwest ISO Energy Markets

•• Although it is difficult to quantify, the energy markets produceAlthough it is difficult to quantify, the energy markets produce substantial savings in the substantial savings in the 
following areas.following areas.

•• Daily commitment of generationDaily commitment of generation:  the coordinated commitment of generation that is :  the coordinated commitment of generation that is 
achieved through the dayachieved through the day--ahead market produces savings relative to the prior ahead market produces savings relative to the prior 
decentralized system by:  decentralized system by:  

Reducing the quantity of generation that is committed; and Reducing the quantity of generation that is committed; and 

Ensuring that the most economic generation is committed.Ensuring that the most economic generation is committed.

•• Generation dispatch and congestion managementGeneration dispatch and congestion management:  Total dispatch costs are reduced by: :  Total dispatch costs are reduced by: 

Producing energy from the most economic resources;Producing energy from the most economic resources;

Employing the lowest cost redispatch options to manage congestioEmploying the lowest cost redispatch options to manage congestion; andn; and

Much more fully utilizing the transmission capability in the regMuch more fully utilizing the transmission capability in the region.ion.

•• ReliabilityReliability:  Reliability is improved because the 5:  Reliability is improved because the 5--miinute dispatch provides much more miinute dispatch provides much more 
responsive and accurate control of power flows on the transmissiresponsive and accurate control of power flows on the transmission system versus on system versus 
Transmission Line Loading Relief procedures (Transmission Line Loading Relief procedures (““TLRTLR””) relied on previously.) relied on previously.

•• Price SignalsPrice Signals:  The prices produced by the energy market provide a transparen:  The prices produced by the energy market provide a transparent economic t economic 
signal to guide short and longsignal to guide short and long--run decisions by participants and regulators.run decisions by participants and regulators.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

Energy Prices and Net Revenue in 2005Energy Prices and Net Revenue in 2005

•• The average price for energy from April to December 2005 was cloThe average price for energy from April to December 2005 was close to $55 per MWh.se to $55 per MWh.

•• Prices were highest during the summer, driven primarily by relatPrices were highest during the summer, driven primarily by relatively hot weather and ively hot weather and 
tight market conditions.tight market conditions.

Peak demand was significantly higher in 2005 Peak demand was significantly higher in 2005 ---- Load exceeded 100 GW in 165 hours in Load exceeded 100 GW in 165 hours in 
2005, versus 16 hours and 10 hours in 2004 and 2003, respectivel2005, versus 16 hours and 10 hours in 2004 and 2003, respectively.y.

•• Prices were also heavily influenced by natural gas and oil pricePrices were also heavily influenced by natural gas and oil prices.s.

Natural gas prices increased by more than 66 percent in the fallNatural gas prices increased by more than 66 percent in the fall and winter 2005 due to the and winter 2005 due to the 
production effects of the hurricanes in the Gulf Cost region.production effects of the hurricanes in the Gulf Cost region.

Correlation of energy prices to natural gas and oil prices is exCorrelation of energy prices to natural gas and oil prices is expected since generators fired pected since generators fired 
by natural gas are frequently setting the price in the Midwest (by natural gas are frequently setting the price in the Midwest (i.e., i.e., ““on the marginon the margin””))

•• The net revenue (revenues less production costs) produced by theThe net revenue (revenues less production costs) produced by the energy markets was well energy markets was well 
below the levels necessary to invest in new generation.  This isbelow the levels necessary to invest in new generation.  This is consistent with consistent with 
expectations because:expectations because:

There is currently a surplus of generation in the Midwest;There is currently a surplus of generation in the Midwest;

There were no significant periods of shortage and associated priThere were no significant periods of shortage and associated prices spikes, which are ces spikes, which are 
needed to provide adequate economic signals in an energyneeded to provide adequate economic signals in an energy--only market.only market.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

DayDay--Ahead Market PerformanceAhead Market Performance

•• The Midwest ISO markets have substantially improved the commitmeThe Midwest ISO markets have substantially improved the commitment and dispatch of nt and dispatch of 
generating resources in the Midwest. generating resources in the Midwest. 

The improved commitment is largely attributable to the dayThe improved commitment is largely attributable to the day--ahead market.ahead market.

The dayThe day--ahead market provides a marketahead market provides a market--based process to commit generating resources and based process to commit generating resources and 
supply load supply load –– 97 percent of the generation dispatched to meet load is schedul97 percent of the generation dispatched to meet load is scheduled through the ed through the 
dayday--ahead market.ahead market.

On average, an additional 7 percent is committed after the dayOn average, an additional 7 percent is committed after the day--ahead market by market ahead market by market 
participants (i.e., selfparticipants (i.e., self--scheduling) and by MISO to meet anticipated energy and reserve scheduling) and by MISO to meet anticipated energy and reserve 
needs and manage congestion in real time (i.e., reliability asseneeds and manage congestion in real time (i.e., reliability assessment commitments).ssment commitments).

•• Net load in the dayNet load in the day--ahead market was slightly underahead market was slightly under--scheduled (i.e., less than realscheduled (i.e., less than real--time time 
load), particularly under the highest load conditions.load), particularly under the highest load conditions.

This is consistent with the price effects of the supplemental geThis is consistent with the price effects of the supplemental generator commitments that nerator commitments that 
occur after the dayoccur after the day--ahead market.  ahead market.  

Such commitments reduce realSuch commitments reduce real--time prices and, hence, the incentive to buy in the daytime prices and, hence, the incentive to buy in the day--
ahead market.ahead market.

It is also consistent with the fact that peaking resources, whicIt is also consistent with the fact that peaking resources, which are often relied on in realh are often relied on in real--
time to serve the incremental load frequently do not set prices time to serve the incremental load frequently do not set prices in the realin the real--time market.time market.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

DayDay--Ahead Market PerformanceAhead Market Performance

•• The dayThe day--ahead market outcomes are important because:ahead market outcomes are important because:

The dayThe day--ahead market governs most of the generator commitments in the Miahead market governs most of the generator commitments in the Midwest ISO dwest ISO ––
hence, efficient commitment requires efficient dayhence, efficient commitment requires efficient day--ahead market results.ahead market results.

Most wholesale energy that is bought or sold through the MidwestMost wholesale energy that is bought or sold through the Midwest ISO markets is settled ISO markets is settled 
in the dayin the day--ahead market.ahead market.

The entitlements of the firm transmission rights are determined The entitlements of the firm transmission rights are determined by the results of the dayby the results of the day--
ahead market (the payment to an FTR holder is based on the dayahead market (the payment to an FTR holder is based on the day--ahead congestion).ahead congestion).

•• One important aspect of the marketsOne important aspect of the markets’’ performance is how well the dayperformance is how well the day--ahead prices ahead prices 
converge with the realconverge with the real--time prices.time prices.

The report shows that the prices in the dayThe report shows that the prices in the day--ahead market converged relatively well in ahead market converged relatively well in 
most locations most locations –– convergence was comparable with other established markets.convergence was comparable with other established markets.

The good convergence can be attributed to active virtual supply The good convergence can be attributed to active virtual supply and demand participation and demand participation 
in the dayin the day--ahead market.ahead market.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

RealReal--Time Market PerformanceTime Market Performance

•• Prices in the realPrices in the real--time market were substantially more volatile than in the daytime market were substantially more volatile than in the day--ahead ahead 
market, as expected.market, as expected.

•• The nodal market accurately reflected the value of congestion inThe nodal market accurately reflected the value of congestion in the Midwest the Midwest –– the most the most 
substantial congestion was between Minnesota and the Wisconsinsubstantial congestion was between Minnesota and the Wisconsin--Upper Michigan Upper Michigan 
((““WUMSWUMS””) area ) area –– the average difference in prices exceeded $15 per MWh.the average difference in prices exceeded $15 per MWh.

•• The performance of the realThe performance of the real--time market is compromised in some cases by reduced time market is compromised in some cases by reduced 
dispatch flexibility offered by many generators.dispatch flexibility offered by many generators.

The average The average dispatchabledispatchable range (range (EcoMaxEcoMax--EcoMinEcoMin) for MISO units was only 25 percent of ) for MISO units was only 25 percent of 
the generatorsthe generators’’ capacity capacity –– generators are capable of providing 50generators are capable of providing 50--60 percent on average.60 percent on average.

The reduced flexibility to move generation over its output rangeThe reduced flexibility to move generation over its output range can limit redispatch can limit redispatch 
options for managing congestion and, thereby, affect prices.options for managing congestion and, thereby, affect prices.

•• The next two slides provide detail on two issues that are importThe next two slides provide detail on two issues that are important components of the ant components of the 
performance of the realperformance of the real--time market:time market:

RSG CostsRSG Costs-- payments made to ensure the market revenue a generator receives payments made to ensure the market revenue a generator receives when when 
its offer is accepted exceeds its asits offer is accepted exceeds its as--offered costsoffered costs; ; 

The dispatch and pricing of peaking resources.The dispatch and pricing of peaking resources.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

RealReal--Time Market Performance Time Market Performance –– RSG CostsRSG Costs

•• RSG costs can be incurred in both the dayRSG costs can be incurred in both the day--ahead and realahead and real--time markets.time markets.

Resources committed after the dayResources committed after the day--ahead market to maintain reliability receive ahead market to maintain reliability receive ““realreal--timetime””
RSG when their realRSG when their real--time revenues do not cover their astime revenues do not cover their as--bid costs bid costs –– these costs averaged these costs averaged 
more than $50 million per month in 2005.  more than $50 million per month in 2005.  

Because the dayBecause the day--ahead market is financial, a unit that is uneconomic will generaahead market is financial, a unit that is uneconomic will generally not be lly not be 
selected.  Hence, dayselected.  Hence, day--ahead RSG average only $5 million per month.ahead RSG average only $5 million per month.

•• Peaking resources generally received approximately 75 percent ofPeaking resources generally received approximately 75 percent of the RSG payments, the RSG payments, 
despite producing only 2 percent of the energy in MISO.despite producing only 2 percent of the energy in MISO.

PeakersPeakers receive the highest payments because they are generally the higreceive the highest payments because they are generally the highesthest--cost resources cost resources 
and frequently do not set the energy price (it is set by a lowerand frequently do not set the energy price (it is set by a lower--cost unit).cost unit).

•• RSG costs can be caused by inefficient or excess commitment of nRSG costs can be caused by inefficient or excess commitment of nonon--peaking resources peaking resources ––
our analysis did not show that this was a problem.our analysis did not show that this was a problem.

•• The report shows that a number of periods that exhibited particuThe report shows that a number of periods that exhibited particularly high RSG costs were larly high RSG costs were 
due to specific transmission and generation outages that requiredue to specific transmission and generation outages that required unusually high d unusually high 
commitments of peaking resources to maintain reliability in affecommitments of peaking resources to maintain reliability in affected local areas.cted local areas.

•• We have consulted with the MISO regarding of number of provisionWe have consulted with the MISO regarding of number of provisions it has proposed that s it has proposed that 
should improve system flexibility and reduce RSG.should improve system flexibility and reduce RSG.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

RealReal--Time Market Performance Time Market Performance ---- Dispatch and Pricing of Peaking ResourcesDispatch and Pricing of Peaking Resources

•• The dispatch of peaking resources are an important component of The dispatch of peaking resources are an important component of the realthe real--time market time market 
because they are a primary cause of RSG and determinant of efficbecause they are a primary cause of RSG and determinant of efficient price signals.ient price signals.

On a daily average basis, the dispatch of peaking resources averOn a daily average basis, the dispatch of peaking resources averaged close to 500 MW per aged close to 500 MW per 
hour in nonhour in non--summer days and more than 1300 MW per hour during the summer.summer days and more than 1300 MW per hour during the summer.

However, on a number of peak days during the summer, the averageHowever, on a number of peak days during the summer, the average dispatch was as high dispatch was as high 
as 5000 to 7000 MW per hour.as 5000 to 7000 MW per hour.

•• The commitment of peaking resources improved over the year, whicThe commitment of peaking resources improved over the year, which we attribute to h we attribute to 
improved operating procedures by MISO.improved operating procedures by MISO.

These improvements involved committing peaking resources closer These improvements involved committing peaking resources closer to when they are to when they are 
needed and needed and decommittingdecommitting them more quickly when no longer needed.them more quickly when no longer needed.

•• Our analysis shows a large share of the peaking resources are diOur analysis shows a large share of the peaking resources are dispatched outspatched out--ofof--merit merit 
(offer>LMP), indicating that they frequently do not set the ener(offer>LMP), indicating that they frequently do not set the energy price.gy price.

This results in higher RSG to ensure the peaking resources recovThis results in higher RSG to ensure the peaking resources recover their aser their as--offered costs.offered costs.

This also contributes to the underThis also contributes to the under--scheduling of load in the dayscheduling of load in the day--ahead market. ahead market. 

PeakersPeakers are generally the lowestare generally the lowest--cost means to serve the load not scheduled daycost means to serve the load not scheduled day--ahead ahead –– if if 
they do not set prices (i.e., prices are set at a lower level bythey do not set prices (i.e., prices are set at a lower level by a nona non--peakerpeaker), it will not ), it will not 
provide the loads the incentive to purchase more dayprovide the loads the incentive to purchase more day--ahead.ahead.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

Transmission CongestionTransmission Congestion

•• One of the most significant benefits of the MISO energy markets One of the most significant benefits of the MISO energy markets is that they provide is that they provide 
accurate and transparent price signals that reflect the congestiaccurate and transparent price signals that reflect the congestion on the network.on on the network.

Congestion costs in the dayCongestion costs in the day--ahead and realahead and real--time markets were almost $800 million in 2005.time markets were almost $800 million in 2005.

Higher gas prices in the fall increased the costs of congestion Higher gas prices in the fall increased the costs of congestion in the second half of the year in the second half of the year 
because they increase the costs of rebecause they increase the costs of re--dispatching generation to manage congestion. dispatching generation to manage congestion. 

The report shows that a large share of the increase in congestioThe report shows that a large share of the increase in congestion is due to increased n is due to increased 
congestion into WUMS and on the path to TVA.congestion into WUMS and on the path to TVA.

The LMP markets reduced the need to rely on transmission line loThe LMP markets reduced the need to rely on transmission line loading relief (ading relief (““TLRTLR””) ) 
curtailments of wholesale transactions, which decreased by 75 pecurtailments of wholesale transactions, which decreased by 75 percent from 2004 to 2005.rcent from 2004 to 2005.

•• The report shows that there were a number of instances when the The report shows that there were a number of instances when the realreal--time market model time market model 
was unable to reduce the flow below the limit.was unable to reduce the flow below the limit.

These instances result in substantial nodal price movements and These instances result in substantial nodal price movements and often require operators to often require operators to 
take other actions to maintain reliability.take other actions to maintain reliability.

Generator inflexibility (offer parameters that provide little reGenerator inflexibility (offer parameters that provide little redispatch capability) and a dispatch capability) and a 
modeling parameter (that excludes units with small impact on themodeling parameter (that excludes units with small impact on the constraint) are the two constraint) are the two 
factors that primarily contribute to these instances.factors that primarily contribute to these instances.

The report includes recommendations to address this issue.The report includes recommendations to address this issue.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

Transmission Congestion (cont.)Transmission Congestion (cont.)

•• The value of realThe value of real--time congestion (based on the shadow prices and flows over each time congestion (based on the shadow prices and flows over each 
constraint) was approximately $1.2 Billion.constraint) was approximately $1.2 Billion.

This value is larger than the congestion collected by MISO becauThis value is larger than the congestion collected by MISO because there are a large se there are a large 
quantity of loop flows created by the production and consumptionquantity of loop flows created by the production and consumption of energy in other areas.of energy in other areas.

A substantial share of the loop flows were caused by PJM exportsA substantial share of the loop flows were caused by PJM exports to TVA that were not to TVA that were not 
well coordinated with MISO for most of the year.well coordinated with MISO for most of the year.

–– PJM has begun to coordinate this service based on the ATC postedPJM has begun to coordinate this service based on the ATC posted by MISO.by MISO.

–– However, we recommend the joint operating agreement (However, we recommend the joint operating agreement (““JOAJOA””) be expanded to more ) be expanded to more 
efficiently coordinate this service since it has created substanefficiently coordinate this service since it has created substantial congestion. tial congestion. 

•• Most of the realMost of the real--time congestion time congestion 

90 percent of the value of real90 percent of the value of real--time congestion occurred on internal MISO constraints.time congestion occurred on internal MISO constraints.

The remaining 10 percent occurred on external constraints for whThe remaining 10 percent occurred on external constraints for which MISO ich MISO redispatchesredispatches
generation, including:generation, including:

–– PJM marketPJM market--toto--market constraints; and market constraints; and 

–– Constraints in other areas for which transmission line loading pConstraints in other areas for which transmission line loading procedures are called to rocedures are called to 
manage congestion.    manage congestion.    
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

Financial Transmission RightsFinancial Transmission Rights

•• Financial transmission rights provide a hedge for congestion becFinancial transmission rights provide a hedge for congestion because the dayause the day--ahead ahead 
congestion over the path that defines the FTR is rebated to the congestion over the path that defines the FTR is rebated to the holder.holder.

FTRsFTRs were fully funded in 2005 were fully funded in 2005 –– i.e., sufficient congestion costs were collected in total to i.e., sufficient congestion costs were collected in total to 
pay the full obligations under the rights for the year.pay the full obligations under the rights for the year.

On a monthly basis, however, the On a monthly basis, however, the FTRsFTRs were underwere under--funded in the last 3 months of 2005.  funded in the last 3 months of 2005.  

–– This occurs when the dayThis occurs when the day--ahead transmission capability is less than implied by the ahead transmission capability is less than implied by the 
FTRsFTRs..

–– In these months, the underIn these months, the under--funding was due to a) loop flows that were not fully funding was due to a) loop flows that were not fully 
reflected in the FTR modeling and b) significant transmission oureflected in the FTR modeling and b) significant transmission outages.tages.

Other transmission rights were created to accommodate grandfatheOther transmission rights were created to accommodate grandfathered agreements (e.g., red agreements (e.g., 
Option B Option B FTRsFTRs, Carve, Carve--Outs, Expanded Congestion Hedges) Outs, Expanded Congestion Hedges) –– payments to these rights payments to these rights 
were only 6 percent of the total payments.  This is good becausewere only 6 percent of the total payments.  This is good because FTRsFTRs provide more provide more 
efficient incentives than these forms of transmission rights.  efficient incentives than these forms of transmission rights.  

•• The report also evaluates the performance of the FTR auctions byThe report also evaluates the performance of the FTR auctions by comparing the monthly comparing the monthly 
prices for the prices for the FTRsFTRs to the actual value of congestion payable to the to the actual value of congestion payable to the FTRsFTRs, which showed:, which showed:

The FTR prices for April 2005 were generally well above the valuThe FTR prices for April 2005 were generally well above the value of the congestion.e of the congestion.

After April, FTR prices generally adjusted relatively quickly toAfter April, FTR prices generally adjusted relatively quickly to changes in congestion changes in congestion 
patterns from prior months.patterns from prior months.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

External TransactionsExternal Transactions

•• The Midwest ISO relies heavily on imports from adjacent areas.The Midwest ISO relies heavily on imports from adjacent areas.

•• On average, MISO imports almost 3500 MW in onOn average, MISO imports almost 3500 MW in on--peak hours and close to 2000 MW in peak hours and close to 2000 MW in 
offoff--peak hours.peak hours.

More than half of these imports come from Manitoba.More than half of these imports come from Manitoba.

MISO is also a net importer from PJM, although the power flows aMISO is also a net importer from PJM, although the power flows across this interface cross this interface 
frequently reverses direction.frequently reverses direction.

•• When the markets were first introduced, the net imports were lowWhen the markets were first introduced, the net imports were lower than they had been er than they had been 
prepre--market.market.

In the first 45 days of market operation, the realIn the first 45 days of market operation, the real--time net imports were often substantially time net imports were often substantially 
less than the dayless than the day--ahead net imports.ahead net imports.

This raises potential reliability concerns because it can cause This raises potential reliability concerns because it can cause the generator commitments the generator commitments 
made daymade day--ahead to be inadequate, leading to a relatively heavy reliance oahead to be inadequate, leading to a relatively heavy reliance on peaking units.n peaking units.

After the first 45 days, the realAfter the first 45 days, the real--time net imports became much more consistent with the time net imports became much more consistent with the 
dayday--ahead net imports.ahead net imports.
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

External Transactions (cont.)External Transactions (cont.)
•• Our analysis of the interaction between the Midwest ISO and adjaOur analysis of the interaction between the Midwest ISO and adjacent markets shows that cent markets shows that 

the prices at the border between the markets are relatively wellthe prices at the border between the markets are relatively well arbitraged.arbitraged.
Like other markets, the Midwest ISO relies on participants to inLike other markets, the Midwest ISO relies on participants to increase or decrease their net crease or decrease their net 
imports to causes prices to converge between markets.imports to causes prices to converge between markets.

Given the uncertainty regarding the difference in prices (becausGiven the uncertainty regarding the difference in prices (because the transactions are e the transactions are 
scheduled in advance), one should not expect perfect convergencescheduled in advance), one should not expect perfect convergence ---- there were a number there were a number 
of hours exhibiting large price differences between the Midwest of hours exhibiting large price differences between the Midwest ISO and adjacent markets.ISO and adjacent markets.

To achieve better price convergence, we recommend that the To achieve better price convergence, we recommend that the RTORTO’’ss consider expanding consider expanding 
the JOA to optimize the net interchange between the two areas.the JOA to optimize the net interchange between the two areas.

The participantsThe participants’’ transactions would, therefore, be purely financial and the transactions would, therefore, be purely financial and the RTOsRTOs would would 
determine the optimal physical interchange based on the relativedetermine the optimal physical interchange based on the relative prices in the two areas.prices in the two areas.

This change would achieve the vast majority of any potential savThis change would achieve the vast majority of any potential savings associated with ings associated with 
jointly dispatching the generation in the two regions.jointly dispatching the generation in the two regions.

•• The report also evaluates the marketThe report also evaluates the market--toto--market coordination that the MISO and PJM use market coordination that the MISO and PJM use 
to jointly manage transmission congestion that the generation into jointly manage transmission congestion that the generation in both areas affect.both areas affect.

This process has been key in allowing these constraints to be efThis process has been key in allowing these constraints to be efficiently managed.ficiently managed.

However, our analysis shows that the process can be improved by However, our analysis shows that the process can be improved by optimizing the relief optimizing the relief 
requested by each RTO from the other and by changing how nodal prequested by each RTO from the other and by changing how nodal prices are calculated.  rices are calculated.  
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

Market Power Issues and MitigationMarket Power Issues and Mitigation

•• This report provides an overview of the market concentration andThis report provides an overview of the market concentration and other potential market other potential market 
power indicators, as well as a review of the conduct of particippower indicators, as well as a review of the conduct of participants and imposition of ants and imposition of 
market power mitigation measures in 2005.market power mitigation measures in 2005.

•• Although reliable inferences regarding market power cannot be drAlthough reliable inferences regarding market power cannot be drawn from market awn from market 
concentration statistics, the report indicates that concentratioconcentration statistics, the report indicates that concentration is:n is:

Low for the overall MISO area; Low for the overall MISO area; 

Quite high in the East, West, and WUMS subQuite high in the East, West, and WUMS sub--areas within MISO.  The top three suppliers areas within MISO.  The top three suppliers 
control 70 to 80 percent of the supply in these areas.control 70 to 80 percent of the supply in these areas.

•• A more reliable indicator of potential market power is the indicA more reliable indicator of potential market power is the indication that a supplier is ation that a supplier is 
““pivotalpivotal””, which means a portion of the load or reserve requirements cann, which means a portion of the load or reserve requirements cannot be satisfied ot be satisfied 
without the resources of the largest supplier.  The analysis in without the resources of the largest supplier.  The analysis in the report shows:the report shows:

In WUMS, there is a pivotal supplier in more than 80 percent of In WUMS, there is a pivotal supplier in more than 80 percent of the hours when load the hours when load 
exceeds 60 GW (75 percent of all hours).exceeds 60 GW (75 percent of all hours).

The West and East regions exhibit a pivotal supplier in a substaThe West and East regions exhibit a pivotal supplier in a substantial number of hours only ntial number of hours only 
when load exceeds 80 GW (20 percent of all hours). when load exceeds 80 GW (20 percent of all hours). 
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Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

Market Power Issues and Mitigation (cont.)Market Power Issues and Mitigation (cont.)
•• We also conducted a pivotal supplier analysis by transmission coWe also conducted a pivotal supplier analysis by transmission constraint to identify the nstraint to identify the 

frequency with which a single suppliersfrequency with which a single suppliers’’ resources are needed to manage a constraint.  resources are needed to manage a constraint.  
More than one third of the active More than one third of the active ““broad constrained broad constrained areaarea””((““BCABCA””) constraints have a ) constraints have a 
pivotal supplier.  pivotal supplier.  BCAsBCAs are all constraints other than those into and within WUMS.are all constraints other than those into and within WUMS.

Almost 60 percent of the active Almost 60 percent of the active ““narrow constrained areanarrow constrained area”” ((““NCANCA””) constraints have a ) constraints have a 
pivotal supplier.  pivotal supplier.  NCAsNCAs are the constraints into or within WUMS, are the constraints into or within WUMS, 

In addition, as a percent of all intervals during 2005, there waIn addition, as a percent of all intervals during 2005, there was an active BCA constraint s an active BCA constraint 
with at least one pivotal supplier in twowith at least one pivotal supplier in two--thirds of the hours and an active NCA constraint thirds of the hours and an active NCA constraint 
with a pivotal supplier in almost 30 percent of the hours.with a pivotal supplier in almost 30 percent of the hours.

Hence, substantial local market power is associated with the BCAHence, substantial local market power is associated with the BCA and NCA constraints.and NCA constraints.

•• However, the report shows little evidence of substantial attemptHowever, the report shows little evidence of substantial attempts to withhold resources s to withhold resources 
physically or economically to exercise market power.physically or economically to exercise market power.

•• Energy offers were mitigated for BCA constraints in 24 instancesEnergy offers were mitigated for BCA constraints in 24 instances and for NCA and for NCA 
constraints in 62 instances.  This mitigation occurs pursuant toconstraints in 62 instances.  This mitigation occurs pursuant to automated conduct and automated conduct and 
impact tests that utilize clearly specified criteria.impact tests that utilize clearly specified criteria.

•• In addition, offers from suppliers that have market power becausIn addition, offers from suppliers that have market power because their units must be e their units must be 
committed to maintain reliability can be mitigated if they econocommitted to maintain reliability can be mitigated if they economically withholdmically withhold-- such such 
mitigation occurred on 42 unitmitigation occurred on 42 unit--days and reduced RSG almost $6 million.  days and reduced RSG almost $6 million.  
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Summary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations

In its first year of operation, the Midwest ISOIn its first year of operation, the Midwest ISO’’s market has performed relatively well. s market has performed relatively well. 
However, the lack of ancillary services markets and other issuesHowever, the lack of ancillary services markets and other issues discussed in this report discussed in this report 
indicate opportunities for improvement.  indicate opportunities for improvement.  

Based on the results of this report, we provide the following reBased on the results of this report, we provide the following recommendations:commendations:

1.1. Develop realDevelop real--time ancillary services markets as soon as practicable.time ancillary services markets as soon as practicable.

•• Ancillary service markets that are jointly optimized with the enAncillary service markets that are jointly optimized with the energy markets  will ergy markets  will 
allow the market to more efficiently allocate resources between allow the market to more efficiently allocate resources between the two services; andthe two services; and\\

•• Set efficient prices in both markets to reflect the economic traSet efficient prices in both markets to reflect the economic tradede--offs between offs between 
reserves and energy.reserves and energy.

2.2. Complete and implement the full ARC procedures that allow MISO oComplete and implement the full ARC procedures that allow MISO operators to perators to 
activate and dispatch the reserve range on units (output above activate and dispatch the reserve range on units (output above EcoMaxEcoMax) ) –– it will lower it will lower 
costs and allow a means for the market to set efficient prices dcosts and allow a means for the market to set efficient prices during shortages.uring shortages.

3.3. Implement a Implement a ““looklook--aheadahead”” capability to improve the commitment of turbines and capability to improve the commitment of turbines and 
better manage ramp capability on slowbetter manage ramp capability on slow--ramping units, which should reduce the outramping units, which should reduce the out--
ofof--merit quantities and RSG.merit quantities and RSG.
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Summary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations

4.4. In the longerIn the longer--run, develop realrun, develop real--time software and market provisions that allow gas time software and market provisions that allow gas 
turbines running at their turbines running at their EcoMinEcoMin or or EcoMaxEcoMax to set the energy prices.to set the energy prices.

•• This change will improve the efficiency of the realThis change will improve the efficiency of the real--time prices, improve incentives to time prices, improve incentives to 
schedule load fully in the dayschedule load fully in the day--ahead market, and reduce RSG.ahead market, and reduce RSG.

5.5. To increase the redispatch options and, hence, the manageabilityTo increase the redispatch options and, hence, the manageability of certain of certain 
transmission constraints, we recommend:transmission constraints, we recommend:

•• The realThe real--time market model be modified to allow generating resources withtime market model be modified to allow generating resources with lower lower 
effects on the constraints to be redispatched; andeffects on the constraints to be redispatched; and

•• Mitigation measures be applied prospectively to the physical offMitigation measures be applied prospectively to the physical offer parameters when er parameters when 
generator inflexibility causes substantial congestion generator inflexibility causes substantial congestion –– such mitigation is authorized such mitigation is authorized 
under the MISO tariff. under the MISO tariff. 

6.6. When a transmission constraint is unmanageable, we recommend theWhen a transmission constraint is unmanageable, we recommend the Midwest ISO use Midwest ISO use 
the constraint penalty factor to set the nodal prices.  This is the constraint penalty factor to set the nodal prices.  This is particularly important for particularly important for 
the marketthe market--toto--market constraints.market constraints.

7.7. We recommend the Midwest ISO consider modifying the JOA with PJMWe recommend the Midwest ISO consider modifying the JOA with PJM to:to:

•• Adjust the amount of relief each RTO requests from the other;Adjust the amount of relief each RTO requests from the other;

•• Optimize the realOptimize the real--time net interchange between the two RTO areas; andtime net interchange between the two RTO areas; and

•• Develop a process to coordinate exports to nonDevelop a process to coordinate exports to non--MISO/PJM areas within the JOA.MISO/PJM areas within the JOA.

Prices and RevenuesPrices and Revenues
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Average Energy and Fuel PricesAverage Energy and Fuel Prices

•• The following two figures shows monthly dayThe following two figures shows monthly day--ahead and realahead and real--time energy prices in time energy prices in 
2005, as well as monthly average natural gas prices.2005, as well as monthly average natural gas prices.

•• The change in fuel prices was a primary contributor to the movemThe change in fuel prices was a primary contributor to the movements in electricity ents in electricity 
prices in 2005:prices in 2005:

Natural gas prices were more than 66 percent higher in December Natural gas prices were more than 66 percent higher in December 2005 than in 2005 than in 
January 2005.January 2005.

–– Hurricanes reduced the supply of natural gas from the Gulf CoastHurricanes reduced the supply of natural gas from the Gulf Coast region in the region in the 
fall of 2005, which contributed to the higher fuel prices.fall of 2005, which contributed to the higher fuel prices.

Correlation of energy prices with gas prices is expected since fCorrelation of energy prices with gas prices is expected since fuel costs represent the uel costs represent the 
majority of most generatorsmajority of most generators’’ variable production costs and gas units are on the variable production costs and gas units are on the 
margin in most peak load hours.margin in most peak load hours.

•• The figure also shows the congestion between the hubs, the most The figure also shows the congestion between the hubs, the most significant of significant of 
which is between Minnesota and WUMS.which is between Minnesota and WUMS.

The WUMS price exceeds the price at the Minnesota hub by almost The WUMS price exceeds the price at the Minnesota hub by almost $16 per MWh $16 per MWh 
and almost $17 per MWh in the dayand almost $17 per MWh in the day--ahead and realahead and real--time markets, respectively.time markets, respectively.

However, outages and other system conditions can cause transitorHowever, outages and other system conditions can cause transitory changes in y changes in 
congestion, as occurred in December when prices were higher in Mcongestion, as occurred in December when prices were higher in Minnesota.innesota.
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DayDay--Ahead Average Monthly Hub Prices Ahead Average Monthly Hub Prices 
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours
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RealReal--Time Average Monthly Hub Prices Time Average Monthly Hub Prices 
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours
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Real Time Energy PricesReal Time Energy Prices

•• The next figure shows a realThe next figure shows a real--time price duration curve for each hub.  A price time price duration curve for each hub.  A price 
duration curve shows the number of hours (xduration curve shows the number of hours (x--axis) when the LMP is greater than or axis) when the LMP is greater than or 
equal to a particular price level (yequal to a particular price level (y--axis).axis).

•• These curves show that congestion and losses caused prices to vaThese curves show that congestion and losses caused prices to vary by location: ry by location: 

The WUMS prices are the highest due to the frequent congestion iThe WUMS prices are the highest due to the frequent congestion into that area nto that area ---- 15 15 
percent of the hours exhibit prices above $100/MWh and 1.4 percepercent of the hours exhibit prices above $100/MWh and 1.4 percent of the hours nt of the hours 
have prices above $200/MWh. have prices above $200/MWh. 

Michigan is the next highestMichigan is the next highest--priced region with 11% and 0.3% hours above $100 priced region with 11% and 0.3% hours above $100 
and $200/MWh, respectively.  Congestion into Michigan also oftenand $200/MWh, respectively.  Congestion into Michigan also often requires the requires the 
supplemental commitment of gas resources there.supplemental commitment of gas resources there.

Prices were the lowest in Minnesota due to congestion into WUMS.Prices were the lowest in Minnesota due to congestion into WUMS. In the hours In the hours 
when congestion was most severe, the prices were frequently negawhen congestion was most severe, the prices were frequently negative, which tive, which 
occurred in 6% of the hours. The negative prices are caused byoccurred in 6% of the hours. The negative prices are caused by

–– Limited flexibility in dispatching imports from ManitobaLimited flexibility in dispatching imports from Manitoba

–– Limited control on DC linesLimited control on DC lines

–– Limited dispatch flexibility on Limited dispatch flexibility on baseloadbaseload generation in offgeneration in off--peak hours.peak hours.
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RealReal--Time Price Duration CurveTime Price Duration Curve
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours
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Headroom and RealHeadroom and Real--Time PricesTime Prices

•• The next figure shows the relationship between headroom on The next figure shows the relationship between headroom on baseloadbaseload and and 
intermediate generating resources.intermediate generating resources.

Headroom is the dispatch range between a generatorHeadroom is the dispatch range between a generator’’s current output level and its s current output level and its 
maximum output level (maximum output level (““EcoMaxEcoMax””).).

Headroom declines as demand increases and the market accepts higHeadroom declines as demand increases and the market accepts higherher--priced offers priced offers 
from online resources.  Hence, headroom and prices should be negfrom online resources.  Hence, headroom and prices should be negatively correlated. atively correlated. 

•• The figure shows that the market is functioning as expected, witThe figure shows that the market is functioning as expected, with headroom strongly h headroom strongly 
and negatively correlated with prices.and negatively correlated with prices.

•• While the priceWhile the price--headroom relationship is very strong, the relationship is not moheadroom relationship is very strong, the relationship is not more re 
tightly defined (particularly in hightightly defined (particularly in high--priced hours) for the following reasons:priced hours) for the following reasons:

Ramp limitations on a 5 minute basis can prevent headroom from bRamp limitations on a 5 minute basis can prevent headroom from being accessible in eing accessible in 
the shortthe short--term, leading to higher prices.term, leading to higher prices.

Prices can be high in constrained areas even when headroom is suPrices can be high in constrained areas even when headroom is substantial.bstantial.
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Headroom and RealHeadroom and Real--Time PricesTime Prices
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AllAll--In PriceIn Price

•• The following figure shows an The following figure shows an ““allall--inin”” price that includes the costs of energy and price that includes the costs of energy and 
realreal--time revenue sufficiency guarantee (time revenue sufficiency guarantee (““RSGRSG””) costs.) costs.

•• This is a metric that is intended to show the total cost of servThis is a metric that is intended to show the total cost of serving load in the Midwest ing load in the Midwest 
ISO from the Midwest ISO energy markets.  ISO from the Midwest ISO energy markets.  

The allThe all--in price does not include ancillary services and capacity costs in price does not include ancillary services and capacity costs since the since the 
Midwest ISO currently lacks these markets. Midwest ISO currently lacks these markets. 

•• The figure shows that:The figure shows that:

RSG costs are very small share (less than 2 % on average) of theRSG costs are very small share (less than 2 % on average) of the allall--in price.in price.

The allThe all--in price was highest during the peak load months of the summer. in price was highest during the peak load months of the summer. However, However, 
it was substantial affected by the high natural gas prices that it was substantial affected by the high natural gas prices that occurred after the occurred after the 
hurricanes in the fall 2005. hurricanes in the fall 2005. 
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Net Revenue and Operating HoursNet Revenue and Operating Hours

•• The following figure shows the Net Revenue provided by the MISO The following figure shows the Net Revenue provided by the MISO market over the market over the 
first nine months of operation at different locations.first nine months of operation at different locations.

Net revenue is the revenue that a new generator would earn aboveNet revenue is the revenue that a new generator would earn above its variable its variable 
production costs if it runs when it is economic and does not wheproduction costs if it runs when it is economic and does not when it is not economic.n it is not economic.

This analysis utilizes FERCThis analysis utilizes FERC’’s standardized assumptions that account for variable s standardized assumptions that account for variable 
O&M costs, fuel costs, and forced outages.  O&M costs, fuel costs, and forced outages.  

However, the analysis does not consider startHowever, the analysis does not consider start--up costs, minimum runup costs, minimum run--times, or other times, or other 
physical limitations.physical limitations.

•• In longIn long--run equilibrium, the market should provide sufficient net revenurun equilibrium, the market should provide sufficient net revenues (revenue es (revenue 
in excess of production costs) to finance new entry.in excess of production costs) to finance new entry.

•• The following figure shows the net revenue the markets would havThe following figure shows the net revenue the markets would have provided for e provided for 
two types of units:two types of units:

Gas combinedGas combined--cycle:  heat rate assumed of 7000 BTU/KWh.cycle:  heat rate assumed of 7000 BTU/KWh.

Gas combustion turbine:  heat rate assumed of 10500 BTU/KWhGas combustion turbine:  heat rate assumed of 10500 BTU/KWh..
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Net Revenue and Operating HoursNet Revenue and Operating Hours

•• This analysis shows that even in the highest price region, neithThis analysis shows that even in the highest price region, neither a CT or CC unit er a CT or CC unit 
would have earned net revenues sufficient to justify new investmwould have earned net revenues sufficient to justify new investment. ent. 

•• This outcome is expected because MISO continues to have excess gThis outcome is expected because MISO continues to have excess generating enerating 
capacity.capacity.

Net revenue high enough to support new entry requires either a sNet revenue high enough to support new entry requires either a significant number ignificant number 
of price spikes associated with periods of shortage or capacity of price spikes associated with periods of shortage or capacity market revenues.market revenues.

MISO has no capacity market.  Even if it did, the excess capacitMISO has no capacity market.  Even if it did, the excess capacity prevailing in the y prevailing in the 
Midwest would limit the net revenue from either of these sourcesMidwest would limit the net revenue from either of these sources..

•• The figure also shows the number of hours each type of new unit The figure also shows the number of hours each type of new unit would be expected would be expected 
to run, which is consistent with the operating experience of gasto run, which is consistent with the operating experience of gas--fired generators in fired generators in 
the Midwest ISO region in 2005.the Midwest ISO region in 2005.

•• Once the excess capacity in the region declines, it will be impoOnce the excess capacity in the region declines, it will be important for the Midwest rtant for the Midwest 
ISO to have markets in place to send efficient longISO to have markets in place to send efficient long--term signals for investment.term signals for investment.

One important market enhancement that would contribute to satisfOne important market enhancement that would contribute to satisfying this ying this 
requirement is the introduction of ancillary services markets.requirement is the introduction of ancillary services markets.
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Net Revenue and Operating HoursNet Revenue and Operating Hours
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Load Maximum and Average Versus Peak PredictionLoad Maximum and Average Versus Peak Prediction
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours

•• This figure shows the peak average hourly load by month for eachThis figure shows the peak average hourly load by month for each subsub--region. region. 

•• The MISO is a summer peaking region The MISO is a summer peaking region –– the figure confirms that the highest loads the figure confirms that the highest loads 
occurred in the summer months. occurred in the summer months. 

•• Load was significantly higher than predicted in 2005. Load was significantly higher than predicted in 2005. 

In the three Summer months,  June, July and August, the peak loaIn the three Summer months,  June, July and August, the peak load was 109, 112, d was 109, 112, 
and 112 GW, respectively.and 112 GW, respectively.

Each of these monthly peaks was well above the predicted peak loEach of these monthly peaks was well above the predicted peak load for 2005 of  ad for 2005 of  
107 GW.107 GW.

•• As is characteristic of electricity markets, the peak load levelAs is characteristic of electricity markets, the peak load levels are substantially s are substantially 
higher than average load levels.higher than average load levels.

During the summer months, the peak load levels were 40 percent hDuring the summer months, the peak load levels were 40 percent higher than the igher than the 
average loads.average loads.

Because electricity cannot be stored, the market relies on interBecause electricity cannot be stored, the market relies on intermediate and peaking mediate and peaking 
resources to meet these demands.resources to meet these demands.

•• The figure also shows that most of the load in the Midwest ISO iThe figure also shows that most of the load in the Midwest ISO is in the Central and s in the Central and 
East subEast sub--regions.regions.
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Load Maximum and Average Versus Peak PredictionLoad Maximum and Average Versus Peak Prediction
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours
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Load Duration CurvesLoad Duration Curves
2003 2003 -- 20052005

•• The next figure shows load duration curves for 2003, 2004, and 2The next figure shows load duration curves for 2003, 2004, and 2005. 005. 

These curves show the number of hours in which the load is greatThese curves show the number of hours in which the load is greater than the level er than the level 
indicated on the vertical axis.indicated on the vertical axis.

•• In 2005, there were far more hours with extreme demand levels.In 2005, there were far more hours with extreme demand levels.

In 2005, there were 14 hours when actual loads exceeded 110 GW, In 2005, there were 14 hours when actual loads exceeded 110 GW, and no such and no such 
hours in 2004 or 2003.  hours in 2004 or 2003.  

In 2005, there were 165 hours when actual loads exceeded 100 GW.In 2005, there were 165 hours when actual loads exceeded 100 GW. There were There were 
16 of these hours in 2004 and just 10 hours in 2003.16 of these hours in 2004 and just 10 hours in 2003.

In 2005, there were 550 hours with load greater than 90 GW, as oIn 2005, there were 550 hours with load greater than 90 GW, as opposed to 123 pposed to 123 
such hours in 2004 and 121 in 2003.such hours in 2004 and 121 in 2003.

•• These results also indicate the importance of efficient pricing These results also indicate the importance of efficient pricing during the highest during the highest 
load conditions.load conditions.

More than 25 percent of the resources are needed to serve the hiMore than 25 percent of the resources are needed to serve the highest 5 percent of ghest 5 percent of 
load and provide operating reserves for the region.   load and provide operating reserves for the region.   
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Load Duration CurvesLoad Duration Curves
2003 2003 -- 20052005
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MISO Generating Capacity by Coordination RegionMISO Generating Capacity by Coordination Region

•• Generating resources in the Midwest ISO market footprint totaledGenerating resources in the Midwest ISO market footprint totaled 137 GW in 137 GW in 
2005;2005;

The resources in this figure are those owned by Midwest ISO markThe resources in this figure are those owned by Midwest ISO market participants et participants 
and exclude MISO members that are only reliability members (e.g.and exclude MISO members that are only reliability members (e.g. NPPD, OPPD).NPPD, OPPD).

Including the resources of the reliabilityIncluding the resources of the reliability--only members, the total generating only members, the total generating 
capacity would increase to 170 GW.capacity would increase to 170 GW.

•• The following figure shows the generating capacity located in foThe following figure shows the generating capacity located in four primary subur primary sub--
regions in the Midwest.regions in the Midwest.

Because it is a highly congested area, we show WUMS area separatBecause it is a highly congested area, we show WUMS area separately from the ely from the 
rest of the eastern coordination region of MISO.rest of the eastern coordination region of MISO.

Consistent with the location of the load in the Midwest, more thConsistent with the location of the load in the Midwest, more than 70 percent of an 70 percent of 
the generating resources are located in the East and Central subthe generating resources are located in the East and Central sub--regions.regions.
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Generation Capacity by Coordination RegionGeneration Capacity by Coordination Region
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Distribution of SubDistribution of Sub--Region Generation CapacityRegion Generation Capacity
By Fuel TypeBy Fuel Type

•• The MISO continues to rely heavily on coalThe MISO continues to rely heavily on coal--fired generating resources.fired generating resources.

Approximately 55% of its generation capacity is coalApproximately 55% of its generation capacity is coal--fired. fired. 

Since coal units are generally baseSince coal units are generally base--load, coalload, coal--fired resources generate an even larger fired resources generate an even larger 
proportion of the energy generated.proportion of the energy generated.

•• The next source of fuel is natural gas, which fires almost 30 peThe next source of fuel is natural gas, which fires almost 30 percent of the rcent of the 
generating resources in the Midwest.generating resources in the Midwest.

Because these resources are higherBecause these resources are higher--cost than most of the other resources in MISO, cost than most of the other resources in MISO, 
they produce less than 30 percent of the energy in the region, bthey produce less than 30 percent of the energy in the region, but frequently set the ut frequently set the 
price in the Midwest.price in the Midwest.

•• Nuclear provides approximately 7% of capacity, while oil and hydNuclear provides approximately 7% of capacity, while oil and hydro represent ro represent 
approximately 2% and 5% respectively. Other units, including winapproximately 2% and 5% respectively. Other units, including wind, provide about d, provide about 
2% of capacity.2% of capacity.

•• The mix of generation is relatively homogeneous across the subThe mix of generation is relatively homogeneous across the sub--regions. However, regions. However, 
the west subthe west sub--region hosts most of the wind resources, while the East has the region hosts most of the wind resources, while the East has the quantity quantity 
of nuclear resources.of nuclear resources.
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Distribution of SubDistribution of Sub--Region Generation CapacityRegion Generation Capacity
By Fuel TypeBy Fuel Type
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Equivalent Forced Outage RateEquivalent Forced Outage Rate--DemandDemand

•• The following figure shows compares the Equivalent Forced OutageThe following figure shows compares the Equivalent Forced Outage RateRate--
Demand (Demand (““EFORdEFORd””) rates for 2002 through 2005.) rates for 2002 through 2005.

•• These data are These data are unweightedunweighted values that are provided by NERC.  values that are provided by NERC.  

Because they are not capacityBecause they are not capacity--weighted, outages of nuclear units and of very weighted, outages of nuclear units and of very 
small units have the same effect on the regionsmall units have the same effect on the region’’s s EFORdEFORd rates.rates.

The The EFORdEFORd metric includes both full outages and partial outages.metric includes both full outages and partial outages.

•• The 2002 to 2005 period has seen fairly consistent forced outageThe 2002 to 2005 period has seen fairly consistent forced outage rates, from a rates, from a 
maximum of 7.11 percent in 2002 to a minimum of 6.14 percent in maximum of 7.11 percent in 2002 to a minimum of 6.14 percent in 2004.  2004.  
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Generation OutagesGeneration Outages

•• The following figure shows the generator outages that occurred iThe following figure shows the generator outages that occurred in each month n each month 
during 2005 as a percentage of total market generation capacity.during 2005 as a percentage of total market generation capacity.

These values include only full outages These values include only full outages –– it does not include partial outages or it does not include partial outages or 
deratings.deratings.

The figure divides the forced outages between shortThe figure divides the forced outages between short--term (less than 7 days) and term (less than 7 days) and 
longlong--term (longer than 7 days).term (longer than 7 days).

•• The annual combined outage rate was 10 percent for the three catThe annual combined outage rate was 10 percent for the three categories of outages.egories of outages.

•• As expected, this figure shows that the largest total outages leAs expected, this figure shows that the largest total outages levels occurred in the vels occurred in the 
spring and fall because planned outages are generally scheduled spring and fall because planned outages are generally scheduled during these times. during these times. 

Planned outages exceeded 10 percent during the spring and 7 percPlanned outages exceeded 10 percent during the spring and 7 percent in fall.ent in fall.

Total planned and forced outages peaked in April at more than 18Total planned and forced outages peaked in April at more than 18 percent.percent.

Planned outages were very small in the peak load months of July Planned outages were very small in the peak load months of July and August.  and August.  

•• The forced outage rate did not substantially increase during theThe forced outage rate did not substantially increase during the summer summer ---- it it 
remained at the annual average of 4 percent. remained at the annual average of 4 percent. 
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Generation Outage RatesGeneration Outage Rates

DayDay--Ahead Market PerformanceAhead Market Performance
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DayDay--Ahead Hub Prices and LoadAhead Hub Prices and Load
Peak HoursPeak Hours

•• The next figure shows dayThe next figure shows day--ahead prices during peak hours and the corresponding ahead prices during peak hours and the corresponding 
scheduled load (including net cleared virtual demand) scheduled load (including net cleared virtual demand) –– the figure shows:  the figure shows:  

A general correlation between peak loads and peak prices; A general correlation between peak loads and peak prices; 

The highest prices occurred in congested areas during periods ofThe highest prices occurred in congested areas during periods of congestion.congestion.

•• The higher gas prices beginning in July that remained high throuThe higher gas prices beginning in July that remained high throughout the fall and ghout the fall and 
winter are also evident in the general rise in prices over the ywinter are also evident in the general rise in prices over the year.ear.

•• The most significant congestion occurs between the Minnesota HubThe most significant congestion occurs between the Minnesota Hub and WUMS:and WUMS:

On average, WUMS prices exceeded prices in Minnesota during peakOn average, WUMS prices exceeded prices in Minnesota during peak hours by an hours by an 
average of $13/MWh.average of $13/MWh.

•• In December, there was a notable spike in Minnesota Hub prices dIn December, there was a notable spike in Minnesota Hub prices due to both ice ue to both ice 
storms (in the first week) and significant planned outages of trstorms (in the first week) and significant planned outages of transmission in Iowa ansmission in Iowa 
and generation in Minnesota.   and generation in Minnesota.   
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DayDay--Ahead Hub Prices and LoadAhead Hub Prices and Load
Peak HoursPeak Hours
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DayDay--Ahead Hub Prices and LoadAhead Hub Prices and Load
OffOff--Peak HoursPeak Hours

•• The next figure shows dayThe next figure shows day--ahead prices and load during offahead prices and load during off--peak hours.  peak hours.  

•• Like the peak hours, the figure shows substantial congestion betLike the peak hours, the figure shows substantial congestion between Minnesota ween Minnesota 
and WUMS.and WUMS.

During offDuring off--peak hours, congestion related price spikes occurred in the realpeak hours, congestion related price spikes occurred in the real--time time 
market that resulted in negative prices in Minnesota.market that resulted in negative prices in Minnesota.

To arbitrage the price levels in the dayTo arbitrage the price levels in the day--ahead and realahead and real--time markets, the time markets, the 
participants bid the dayparticipants bid the day--ahead prices in the overnight hours down to close to zero ahead prices in the overnight hours down to close to zero 
in a substantial portion of the year.in a substantial portion of the year.

•• The substantial congestion in the offThe substantial congestion in the off--peak hours into WUMS was due to a) limited peak hours into WUMS was due to a) limited 
ability to reduce ability to reduce baseloadbaseload generation levels in Minnesota, b) power scheduled via generation levels in Minnesota, b) power scheduled via 
DC lines from North Dakota, and c) imports from Canada to reduceDC lines from North Dakota, and c) imports from Canada to reduce flows on the flows on the 
critical lines into WUMS.critical lines into WUMS.

•• The figure also shows that the generation and transmission outagThe figure also shows that the generation and transmission outages contributed to es contributed to 
offoff--peak rises in the Minnesota and WUM prices in the first weeks ofpeak rises in the Minnesota and WUM prices in the first weeks of December.December.

•• OffOff--peak prices also show the impacts of rising fuel prices (primaripeak prices also show the impacts of rising fuel prices (primarily coal).  The ly coal).  The 
average price rose from $25 per MWh in the second quarter (Aprilaverage price rose from $25 per MWh in the second quarter (April –– June) to $36 June) to $36 
per MWh in the forth quarter. per MWh in the forth quarter. 
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DayDay--Ahead Hub Prices and LoadAhead Hub Prices and Load
OffOff--Peak HoursPeak Hours
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time Price ConvergenceTime Price Convergence

•• The next series of analyses is focused on the convergence of reaThe next series of analyses is focused on the convergence of reall--time and daytime and day--
ahead energy prices.ahead energy prices.

•• It is important that prices in the dayIt is important that prices in the day--ahead market converge with those in the realahead market converge with those in the real--
time market because:time market because:

The dayThe day--ahead market governs most of the generator commitments in the Miahead market governs most of the generator commitments in the Midwest dwest 
ISO ISO –– hence, efficient commitment requires efficient dayhence, efficient commitment requires efficient day--ahead market results.ahead market results.

Most wholesale energy that bought or sold through the Midwest ISMost wholesale energy that bought or sold through the Midwest ISO markets is O markets is 
settled through the daysettled through the day--ahead market.ahead market.

The entitlements of the firm transmission rights are associated The entitlements of the firm transmission rights are associated with the results of with the results of 
the daythe day--ahead market.ahead market.

•• In general, good convergence is achieved by priceIn general, good convergence is achieved by price--sensitive bids and offers in the sensitive bids and offers in the 
dayday--ahead market ahead market –– including active virtual supply and demand participation in theincluding active virtual supply and demand participation in the
dayday--ahead market.ahead market.
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Hourly DayHourly Day--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time Price DifferencesTime Price Differences

•• The next two figures show average daily dayThe next two figures show average daily day--ahead to realahead to real--time price differences time price differences 
(Day Ahead minus Real(Day Ahead minus Real--Time) at four Midwest hubs.Time) at four Midwest hubs.

•• The results for the Cinergy and Michigan hubs in the first figurThe results for the Cinergy and Michigan hubs in the first figure show:e show:

The average price differences are very small (The average price differences are very small (--$0.23, $0.53) with standard deviations $0.23, $0.53) with standard deviations 
of $10.75 and $11.13 for the Cinergy and Michigan Hubs, respectiof $10.75 and $11.13 for the Cinergy and Michigan Hubs, respectively.vely.

The Cinergy Hub prices in the Day Ahead were on average below thThe Cinergy Hub prices in the Day Ahead were on average below the reale real--time time 
prices by nearly $ 4/MWh during the summer months of July and Auprices by nearly $ 4/MWh during the summer months of July and August.gust.

The Michigan prices in the Day Ahead were also on average below The Michigan prices in the Day Ahead were also on average below realreal--time by time by 
approximately $1.50/MWh throughout.approximately $1.50/MWh throughout.

•• The second figure shows the results for the Minnesota Hub and WUThe second figure shows the results for the Minnesota Hub and WUMS Area, which MS Area, which 
are frequently affected by the congestion between the two areas.are frequently affected by the congestion between the two areas.

For the year the average price differences are larger in these aFor the year the average price differences are larger in these areas reas ---- $4.25/MWh in $4.25/MWh in 
Minnesota and $1.57/MWh in WUMSMinnesota and $1.57/MWh in WUMS

The standard deviations are also larger due to the effects of coThe standard deviations are also larger due to the effects of congestion ngestion ----
$16.50/MWh and $15.26/MWh for the Minnesota Hub and WUMS area, $16.50/MWh and $15.26/MWh for the Minnesota Hub and WUMS area, 
respectively.respectively.
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time Price DifferencesTime Price Differences
Cinergy Hub and Michigan Hub Cinergy Hub and Michigan Hub -- All HoursAll Hours
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time Price DifferencesTime Price Differences
Minnesota Hub and WUMS Area Minnesota Hub and WUMS Area -- All HoursAll Hours
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time Peak PricesTime Peak Prices
Cinergy and Michigan HubsCinergy and Michigan Hubs

•• The following figures shows the monthly average prices in peak hThe following figures shows the monthly average prices in peak hours for the ours for the 
Cinergy and Michigan Hubs in the dayCinergy and Michigan Hubs in the day--ahead and realahead and real--time markets.time markets.

•• Cinergy Hub is the most liquid trading point for forward contracCinergy Hub is the most liquid trading point for forward contracting in the Midwest ting in the Midwest 
ISO region.  Hence, this figure also includes the monthly averagISO region.  Hence, this figure also includes the monthly average bilateral prices.e bilateral prices.

Over the whole period, the average dayOver the whole period, the average day--ahead, realahead, real--time, and bilateral prices were time, and bilateral prices were 
nearly identical.nearly identical.

Monthly average bilateral prices were highly consistent with theMonthly average bilateral prices were highly consistent with the dayday--ahead prices ahead prices 
for Cinergy. for Cinergy. 

–– The average monthly difference was less than 5 percent differencThe average monthly difference was less than 5 percent difference in every month but May. e in every month but May. 

–– The average difference for the year was 0.7 percent.The average difference for the year was 0.7 percent.

Cinergy realCinergy real--time prices were generally close to daytime prices were generally close to day--ahead.  In the peak months of ahead.  In the peak months of 
July and August they were considerably higher (an average of neaJuly and August they were considerably higher (an average of nearly $5 /MWh) than rly $5 /MWh) than 
the daythe day--ahead and bilateral prices.ahead and bilateral prices.

•• The realThe real--time peak prices at Michigan hub on average were $2.14/MWh less time peak prices at Michigan hub on average were $2.14/MWh less than than 
dayday--ahead ahead ---- this was due in part to a $9/MWh difference in June that was lathis was due in part to a $9/MWh difference in June that was largely rgely 
caused by a period of extreme high load during the end of June. caused by a period of extreme high load during the end of June. 
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time PricesTime Prices
Cinergy Hub Cinergy Hub -- Peak HoursPeak Hours
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time PricesTime Prices
Michigan Hub Michigan Hub -- Peak HoursPeak Hours
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time Peak PricesTime Peak Prices
Minnesota Hub and WUMSMinnesota Hub and WUMS

•• The following figures show peak hour Minnesota Hub and WUMS areaThe following figures show peak hour Minnesota Hub and WUMS area prices for prices for 
the daythe day--ahead and realahead and real--time.time.

•• Price convergence in these areas is more challenging because conPrice convergence in these areas is more challenging because congestion causes the gestion causes the 
prices to be much more volatile.prices to be much more volatile.

•• On the unconstrained side of the MinnesotaOn the unconstrained side of the Minnesota--WUMS interface, the first figure shows:WUMS interface, the first figure shows:

The prices at the Minnesota hub in the dayThe prices at the Minnesota hub in the day--ahead were on average above the realahead were on average above the real--
time prices in every month.time prices in every month.

The largest difference occurred in June when dayThe largest difference occurred in June when day--ahead prices were higher by more ahead prices were higher by more 
than $9/MWh.than $9/MWh.

Negative price spikes that occurred during periods of severe conNegative price spikes that occurred during periods of severe congestion contributed gestion contributed 
to the lower realto the lower real--time prices.time prices.

•• On the constrained side of the interface in WUMS, the figure shoOn the constrained side of the interface in WUMS, the figure shows;ws;

Average prices for the year in the dayAverage prices for the year in the day--ahead and realahead and real--time markets were very close, time markets were very close, 
with the daywith the day--ahead prices exceeding the realahead prices exceeding the real--time prices slightly.time prices slightly.

However, realHowever, real--time prices were higher in the highesttime prices were higher in the highest--priced months (September and priced months (September and 
October).October).
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time PricesTime Prices
Minnesota Hub Minnesota Hub -- Peak HoursPeak Hours
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time PricesTime Prices
WUMS WUMS -- Peak HoursPeak Hours
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time Price DifferencesTime Price Differences
MISO and Neighboring MarketsMISO and Neighboring Markets

•• The following figure compares dayThe following figure compares day--ahead and realahead and real--time price differences.   The time price differences.   The 
comparison includes:comparison includes:

Prices in MISO and Neighboring RTO markets (PJM, NYISO, ISOPrices in MISO and Neighboring RTO markets (PJM, NYISO, ISO--NE)NE)

Average relative price differences and absolute price differenceAverage relative price differences and absolute price differencess

Prices in constrained and unconstrained areas in each market arePrices in constrained and unconstrained areas in each market are shown in the figure.shown in the figure.

•• The comparison in the figure shows:The comparison in the figure shows:

The price differences in areas that are not substantially affectThe price differences in areas that are not substantially affected by congestion are ed by congestion are 
relatively small in all of the areas (less than $2.00/MWh).relatively small in all of the areas (less than $2.00/MWh).

With the exception of PJM, the locations affected by congestion With the exception of PJM, the locations affected by congestion (New York City, (New York City, 
Connecticut, New Jersey, WUMS and Minnesota) exhibited larger avConnecticut, New Jersey, WUMS and Minnesota) exhibited larger average erage 
differences, ranging from $2 to $5/MWh.differences, ranging from $2 to $5/MWh.

The average absolute differences (the average size of the hourlyThe average absolute differences (the average size of the hourly differences, differences, 
regardless of which price is higher) were generally consistent aregardless of which price is higher) were generally consistent across each of the cross each of the 
markets with higher values in the congested areas where prices amarkets with higher values in the congested areas where prices are more volatile.re more volatile.

•• Overall, these analyses indicate that price convergence has beenOverall, these analyses indicate that price convergence has been relatively good relatively good 
given that this is the first 9 months of market operation given that this is the first 9 months of market operation –– this is in part due to the this is in part due to the 
rapid growth in virtual trading volumes.rapid growth in virtual trading volumes.
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DayDay--Ahead to RealAhead to Real--Time Price DifferencesTime Price Differences
MISO and Neighboring MarketsMISO and Neighboring Markets

Average of Hourly
Day-Ahead Real-Time Difference Absolute Price Difference

Midwest RTO:

Cinergy Hub $50.88 $49.30 $1.54 $13.89
Michigan Hub $54.18 $52.67 $1.46 $14.99
Minnesota Hub $46.68 $43.49 $3.02 $19.93
WUMS Area $62.48 $60.10 $2.38 $20.86

New England ISO:

Connecticut $83.16 $80.16 $2.99 $14.84
Maine $70.83 $70.38 $0.45 $11.59
New England Hub $78.55 $76.65 $1.90 $12.99

New York ISO:

Zone A (West) $66.87 $65.26 $1.61 $15.64
Zone G (Hudson Valley) $82.54 $82.90 -$0.36 $20.41
Zone J (New York City) $98.91 $103.82 -$4.90 $25.49

PJM:

AEP Gen Hub $46.06 $45.21 $0.85 $11.89
Chicago Hub $46.93 $46.47 $0.46 $11.76
New Jersey Hub $67.73 $68.20 -$0.47 $19.06
Western Hub $60.52 $61.09 -$0.57 $16.20

Average Clearing Price
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DayDay--Ahead Load Scheduling Ahead Load Scheduling 

•• The next figure shows each of the components of the schedules thThe next figure shows each of the components of the schedules that have cleared in at have cleared in 
the daythe day--ahead market as a percentage of the actual realahead market as a percentage of the actual real--time load.time load.

•• This figure shows:This figure shows:

The largest component of load scheduled in the dayThe largest component of load scheduled in the day--ahead market is fixed, i.e., will ahead market is fixed, i.e., will 
be purchased at any price.  Pricebe purchased at any price.  Price--sensitive physical load is very small in all regions sensitive physical load is very small in all regions 
other than WUMS.other than WUMS.

Virtual supply and demand cleared in the dayVirtual supply and demand cleared in the day--ahead market was the highest in the ahead market was the highest in the 
fourth quarter, particularly in the West where prices have been fourth quarter, particularly in the West where prices have been volatile due to volatile due to 
congestion.congestion.

The net load (total load net of virtual supply) scheduled in theThe net load (total load net of virtual supply) scheduled in the dayday--ahead market is ahead market is 
slightly lower than 100 percent in all quarters in all regions eslightly lower than 100 percent in all quarters in all regions except in WUMS.xcept in WUMS.

Net load is lowest in Minnesota and highest in WUMS, which is coNet load is lowest in Minnesota and highest in WUMS, which is consistent with nsistent with 
participantsparticipants’’ attempt to arbitrage dayattempt to arbitrage day--ahead and realahead and real--time prices in each area.time prices in each area.
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DayDay--Ahead Load Scheduling versus Actual LoadAhead Load Scheduling versus Actual Load
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Load Scheduled DayLoad Scheduled Day--Ahead v. RealAhead v. Real--Time LoadTime Load
All HoursAll Hours

•• The following figure shows the percentage of realThe following figure shows the percentage of real--time load scheduled in the daytime load scheduled in the day--
ahead market relative to the actual realahead market relative to the actual real--time load.time load.

•• The figure indicates that the percentage of load scheduled generThe figure indicates that the percentage of load scheduled generally decreased as ally decreased as 
the load increased in 2005.the load increased in 2005.

•• This pattern is likely cause, in part, by the increased relianceThis pattern is likely cause, in part, by the increased reliance on peaking resources on peaking resources 
in the highest load periods.  in the highest load periods.  

Such resources set prices when they are needed in the daySuch resources set prices when they are needed in the day--ahead market. ahead market. 

However, they frequently do not set prices due to their inherentHowever, they frequently do not set prices due to their inherent operational operational 
inflexibility in the realinflexibility in the real--time market.time market.

This creates economic incentive for participants to reduce theirThis creates economic incentive for participants to reduce their net scheduled load net scheduled load 
in the dayin the day--ahead market.ahead market.
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Load Scheduled DayLoad Scheduled Day--Ahead v. RealAhead v. Real--Time LoadTime Load
All HoursAll Hours
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Virtual Load and Supply in the DayVirtual Load and Supply in the Day--Ahead MarketAhead Market
2005: Peak Hours2005: Peak Hours

•• Virtual trades in the dayVirtual trades in the day--ahead market serve to:ahead market serve to:

Help ensure dayHelp ensure day--ahead market results are efficient;ahead market results are efficient;

Facilitate convergence between the dayFacilitate convergence between the day--ahead and realahead and real--time prices; andtime prices; and

Mitigate market power in the dayMitigate market power in the day--ahead market.ahead market.

•• The following figure shows the virtual load and supply offers foThe following figure shows the virtual load and supply offers for peak hours from r peak hours from 
April through December of 2005.April through December of 2005.

•• Virtual trading volumes have grown rapidly.Virtual trading volumes have grown rapidly.

Virtual load bids and supply offers have both more than tripled Virtual load bids and supply offers have both more than tripled in volume since the in volume since the 
market was introduced.market was introduced.

The rapid increase in the liquidity of the virtual trading contrThe rapid increase in the liquidity of the virtual trading contributes to efficient dayibutes to efficient day--
ahead market outcomes.ahead market outcomes.

This liquidity, which already surpasses other RTO markets, is liThis liquidity, which already surpasses other RTO markets, is likely partially due to kely partially due to 
the low level of costs allocated to these transactions.the low level of costs allocated to these transactions.
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Virtual Load and Supply in the DayVirtual Load and Supply in the Day--Ahead MarketAhead Market
2005: Peak Hours2005: Peak Hours
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Virtual Load and Supply in the DayVirtual Load and Supply in the Day--Ahead MarketAhead Market
2005: Off2005: Off--Peak HoursPeak Hours
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DayDay--Ahead Forecast Error in Daily Peak HourAhead Forecast Error in Daily Peak Hour
April to December 2005April to December 2005

•• DayDay--Ahead forecasting is a key element of an efficient dayAhead forecasting is a key element of an efficient day--ahead commitment process. ahead commitment process. 
The accuracy of the dayThe accuracy of the day--ahead load forecast is particularly important for the ahead load forecast is particularly important for the 
Reliability Assessment  Commitment (RAC) process. Reliability Assessment  Commitment (RAC) process. 
Inaccurate forecasts can cause the MISO to commit additional resInaccurate forecasts can cause the MISO to commit additional resources that are ources that are 
unnecessary or not to commit resources that are needed, both of unnecessary or not to commit resources that are needed, both of which can be costly.which can be costly.
DayDay--ahead forecasts may also be used by some participants in the dayahead forecasts may also be used by some participants in the day--ahead ahead 
scheduling and bidding processes.scheduling and bidding processes.

•• The following figure shows the percentage difference between theThe following figure shows the percentage difference between the dayday--ahead forecasted ahead forecasted 
load and realload and real--time actual load for the peak hour of each day between April andtime actual load for the peak hour of each day between April and December December 
2005.  This figure shows:2005.  This figure shows:

The average peak load forecast error was 2 percent on average (fThe average peak load forecast error was 2 percent on average (forecast error is the orecast error is the 
magnitude of the error, regardless of direction). magnitude of the error, regardless of direction). 
Over all of the daysOver all of the days’’ hours, the average difference between the dayhours, the average difference between the day--ahead forecast ahead forecast 
and realand real--time load was only 0.2 percent time load was only 0.2 percent –– indicating that the forecast is not indicating that the forecast is not 
systematically biased.systematically biased.
These results indicate that with the exception of some isolated These results indicate that with the exception of some isolated days during 2005, the days during 2005, the 
dayday--ahead forecasting process has been relatively good.ahead forecasting process has been relatively good.

•• However, the figure does show that the load tended to be overHowever, the figure does show that the load tended to be over--forecasted in the summer forecasted in the summer 
and underand under--forecasted in the fall.  forecasted in the fall.  The MISO should investigate whether any changes The MISO should investigate whether any changes 
can be made to address these seasonal errors. can be made to address these seasonal errors. 
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Daily DayDaily Day--Ahead Forecast Error in Peak HourAhead Forecast Error in Peak Hour
April to December 2005April to December 2005

RealReal--Time Market PerformanceTime Market Performance
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RealReal--Time Hub Prices and LoadTime Hub Prices and Load
Peak HoursPeak Hours

•• The next figure shows realThe next figure shows real--time prices during peak hours and the corresponding time prices during peak hours and the corresponding 
actual load.  actual load.  

•• The figure shows a general correlation between peak load and peaThe figure shows a general correlation between peak load and peak price with k price with 
some notable price separations due to congestion events, as wellsome notable price separations due to congestion events, as well as impacts of as impacts of 
higher gas prices beginning in July.higher gas prices beginning in July.

•• As in the dayAs in the day--ahead market, the most substantial congestion occurs between ahead market, the most substantial congestion occurs between 
Minnesota and WUMS:Minnesota and WUMS:

An average annual price difference during peak load hours is welAn average annual price difference during peak load hours is well over $15/MWh l over $15/MWh 
with a maximum hourly price difference of over $230/MWh.with a maximum hourly price difference of over $230/MWh.

Price differences in realPrice differences in real--time are greater due, in part, to reduced bid flexibility and time are greater due, in part, to reduced bid flexibility and 
ramp limits that tend to exacerbate congestion in the realramp limits that tend to exacerbate congestion in the real--time market.time market.

•• In December there was a notable spike in Minnesota Hub prices duIn December there was a notable spike in Minnesota Hub prices due to:  ice storms e to:  ice storms 
(in the first week) and significant planned outages of transmiss(in the first week) and significant planned outages of transmission in Iowa and ion in Iowa and 
Generation in Minnesota. Generation in Minnesota. 
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RealReal--Time Hub Prices and LoadTime Hub Prices and Load
Peak HoursPeak Hours
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RealReal--Time Hub Prices and LoadTime Hub Prices and Load
OffOff--Peak HoursPeak Hours
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time GenerationTime Generation

•• The following figure details the average monthly generation scheThe following figure details the average monthly generation scheduled in the dayduled in the day--
ahead and realahead and real--time markets.time markets.

•• The figure shows that generation levels are generally higher in The figure shows that generation levels are generally higher in the realthe real--time market time market 
because:because:

Some resources are selfSome resources are self--scheduled by participants after the dayscheduled by participants after the day--ahead market.ahead market.

Generation is committed after the dayGeneration is committed after the day--ahead market when load is higher than ahead market when load is higher than 
expected, when load is underexpected, when load is under--scheduled in the dayscheduled in the day--ahead markets, or when net ahead markets, or when net 
virtual supply is scheduled in the dayvirtual supply is scheduled in the day--ahead that must be replaced. ahead that must be replaced. 

•• The figure shows that 97 percent of realThe figure shows that 97 percent of real--time generation is scheduled in the daytime generation is scheduled in the day--
ahead market.ahead market.

•• The figure also shows that dispatch flexibility is lost in the rThe figure also shows that dispatch flexibility is lost in the realeal--time market. time market. 

DispatchableDispatchable range (range (EcoMaxEcoMax--EcoMinEcoMin) as a percentage of total online capacity ) as a percentage of total online capacity 
declines from 30 percent in the daydeclines from 30 percent in the day--ahead market to 25 percent in the realahead market to 25 percent in the real--time.time.

These values are substantially lower than the physical flexibiliThese values are substantially lower than the physical flexibility of the generating ty of the generating 
resources, which could physically provide a resources, which could physically provide a dispatchabledispatchable range of 50 to 60 percent.range of 50 to 60 percent.

This loss in flexibility can affect the market by limiting redisThis loss in flexibility can affect the market by limiting redispatch options for patch options for 
managing congestion managing congestion –– this is evaluated later in the report.this is evaluated later in the report.
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DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--Time GenerationTime Generation
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours
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Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee PaymentsRevenue Sufficiency Guarantee Payments
DayDay--Ahead and RealAhead and Real--TimeTime

•• The accompanying figure displays monthly revenue sufficiency (The accompanying figure displays monthly revenue sufficiency (““RSGRSG””) payments ) payments 
generated in the daygenerated in the day--ahead and realahead and real--time markets to peaking units and other units.time markets to peaking units and other units.

RSG payments are made to ensure that the total market revenue a RSG payments are made to ensure that the total market revenue a generator receives generator receives 
when its offer is accepted exceeds its aswhen its offer is accepted exceeds its as--offered costs.offered costs.

Resources that are not committed in the dayResources that are not committed in the day--ahead market, but must be started to ahead market, but must be started to 
maintain reliability are likely recipients of RSG payments maintain reliability are likely recipients of RSG payments –– this is this is ““realreal--timetime”” RSG RSG 
because such units receive their revenue from the realbecause such units receive their revenue from the real--time market.  time market.  

Because the dayBecause the day--ahead market is a financial, very little RSG is generated in it ahead market is a financial, very little RSG is generated in it –– a a 
unit that is uneconomic will generally not be selected.unit that is uneconomic will generally not be selected.

Peaking resources are typically the most likely to warrant an RSPeaking resources are typically the most likely to warrant an RSG payment because G payment because 
they are generally on the margin (i.e., the highestthey are generally on the margin (i.e., the highest--cost resources) when they run and cost resources) when they run and 
frequently do not set the energy price (i.e., the price is set bfrequently do not set the energy price (i.e., the price is set by a lowery a lower--cost unit).cost unit).

•• The figure shows that the vast majority of RSG is generated in tThe figure shows that the vast majority of RSG is generated in the realhe real--time market time market 
and is payable to peaking resources, as expected.and is payable to peaking resources, as expected.

RSG payments to peaking units accounted for at least 74% of RSG RSG payments to peaking units accounted for at least 74% of RSG payments in all payments in all 
months except for April (64%), May (58%) and October (60%).months except for April (64%), May (58%) and October (60%).

This is despite the fact that peaking resources accounted for onThis is despite the fact that peaking resources accounted for only 2 percent of the ly 2 percent of the 
energy generated in MISO.  energy generated in MISO.  
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Total RSG Distribution by MarketTotal RSG Distribution by Market
April to December 2005April to December 2005
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Weekly RealWeekly Real--Time RSG PaymentsTime RSG Payments

•• The following figure analyzes the data in the previous figure byThe following figure analyzes the data in the previous figure by week and region.  week and region.  
From this vantage point, one can more clearly see how RSG costs From this vantage point, one can more clearly see how RSG costs were incurred.were incurred.

•• Summer Load Peaks Summer Load Peaks ––

The last week of June, mid to lateThe last week of June, mid to late--July, and the first two weeks of August all were July, and the first two weeks of August all were 
time periods in which load exceeded 100 GW.  time periods in which load exceeded 100 GW.  

Peak load conditions frequently require supplemental commitmentsPeak load conditions frequently require supplemental commitments to ensure a to ensure a 
smooth ramp and adequate reserves throughout the system.smooth ramp and adequate reserves throughout the system.

•• Transmission Congestion Transmission Congestion ––

The first major RSG generating event was in June, caused by a stThe first major RSG generating event was in June, caused by a steam outage in the eam outage in the 
Central region.  This contributed to congestion of the FrankfortCentral region.  This contributed to congestion of the Frankfort––Tyrone interface Tyrone interface 
and daily commitments of peaking resources in the LGE control arand daily commitments of peaking resources in the LGE control area.ea.

In September, outages in the West region and in WUMS resulted inIn September, outages in the West region and in WUMS resulted in supplemental supplemental 
commitments in these areas that generated significant RSG paymencommitments in these areas that generated significant RSG payments.ts.

The December planned generator outages in Minnesota together witThe December planned generator outages in Minnesota together with a transmission h a transmission 
outage of the Arnoldoutage of the Arnold--Hazelton line in Iowa resulted in substantial congestion and Hazelton line in Iowa resulted in substantial congestion and 
supplemental commitments in the West.supplemental commitments in the West.
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Weekly RSG Distribution by RegionWeekly RSG Distribution by Region
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Dispatch of Peaking ResourcesDispatch of Peaking Resources

•• As discussed above, the dispatch of peaking resources are importAs discussed above, the dispatch of peaking resources are important because it is an ant because it is an 
important determinant of RSG and efficient energy price signals.important determinant of RSG and efficient energy price signals.

•• The following two figures summarizes the dispatch of peaking resThe following two figures summarizes the dispatch of peaking resources in 2005, ources in 2005, 
showing the average and maximum hourly dispatch of peaking unitsshowing the average and maximum hourly dispatch of peaking units by day.  by day.  

•• On average, 500 MW of On average, 500 MW of peakerspeakers were dispatched on nonwere dispatched on non--summer days and 1300 summer days and 1300 
MW were dispatched on summer days.MW were dispatched on summer days.

•• Average dispatch of Average dispatch of peakerspeakers was highest on July 25, August 2was highest on July 25, August 2--3, August 9, and June 3, August 9, and June 
27 27 ---- load exceeded the forecasted annual peak of 107 GW on each of tload exceeded the forecasted annual peak of 107 GW on each of these days.hese days.

Average Average peakerpeaker dispatch levels on these days ranged from 5800 MW to 6800 MW.dispatch levels on these days ranged from 5800 MW to 6800 MW.

Maximum dispatch levels ranged from close to 13000 MW to 15600 MMaximum dispatch levels ranged from close to 13000 MW to 15600 MW.W.

•• The figures also show the average The figures also show the average peakerpeaker offer prices compared to the offer prices compared to the LMPsLMPs at the at the 
peakerspeakers’’ locations, as well as the shares of the locations, as well as the shares of the peakerpeaker output that are inoutput that are in--merit (LMP merit (LMP 
> > peakerpeaker offer) and out of merit (LMP < offer) and out of merit (LMP < peakerpeaker offer).offer).

These statistics show that a large share of the These statistics show that a large share of the peakerspeakers are outare out--ofof--merit, indicating merit, indicating 
that they frequently do not set the energy price.that they frequently do not set the energy price.

A larger share of A larger share of peakerspeakers are inare in--merit when they are heavily relied on in the summer.merit when they are heavily relied on in the summer.

The implications of The implications of peakerspeakers running out of merit are discussed later in the report.running out of merit are discussed later in the report.
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Average Daily Average Daily PeakerPeaker Dispatch and PricesDispatch and Prices
All HoursAll Hours
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Maximum Hourly Maximum Hourly PeakerPeaker Dispatch and Prices in Dispatch and Prices in 
All HoursAll Hours
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OutOut--ofof--Merit Merit PeakerPeaker DispatchDispatch

•• The figure on the next slide details the monthly outThe figure on the next slide details the monthly out--ofof--merit merit peakerpeaker dispatch.  dispatch.  

A peaking resource is outA peaking resource is out--ofof--merit when the hourly LMP is greater than its energy merit when the hourly LMP is greater than its energy 
offer.offer.

PeakersPeakers committed outcommitted out--ofof--merit receive realmerit receive real--time RSG payments for production time RSG payments for production 
costs not covered by LMP revenues.costs not covered by LMP revenues.

•• The figure shows:The figure shows:

OutOut--ofof--merit dispatch as highest during the summer when load was the himerit dispatch as highest during the summer when load was the highest.ghest.

The peak month occurred in June, which was caused by high load aThe peak month occurred in June, which was caused by high load and voltage nd voltage 
problems in Kentucky that required frequent dispatch of peaking problems in Kentucky that required frequent dispatch of peaking resources.resources.

Dispatch of peaking resources outDispatch of peaking resources out--ofof--merit in April was higher than would be merit in April was higher than would be 
expected during a moderate load month.expected during a moderate load month.

–– If more If more peakerspeakers are started than the minimum needed (or if they are started earare started than the minimum needed (or if they are started earlier than lier than 
needed), they will tend to run at their minimum generation levelneeded), they will tend to run at their minimum generation level and not set prices and not set prices ––
resulting in higher outresulting in higher out--ofof--merit quantities.merit quantities.

–– The MISO made operating improvements after the start of the markThe MISO made operating improvements after the start of the market to reduce the et to reduce the 
commitment of commitment of peakerspeakers, which lowered the out, which lowered the out--ofof--merit quantities.merit quantities.
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Average Hourly OutAverage Hourly Out--ofof--Merit Merit PeakerPeaker DispatchDispatch
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours
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Hourly Analysis ofHourly Analysis of
RealReal--Time CommitmentsTime Commitments

•• The following slides analyze commitments of units in the realThe following slides analyze commitments of units in the real--time market that are time market that are 
eligible for RSG payments (includes all commitments by MISO afteeligible for RSG payments (includes all commitments by MISO after the dayr the day--
ahead market). ahead market). 

•• This figure shows:This figure shows:

Early in the marketsEarly in the markets’’ operation, units committed in the realoperation, units committed in the real--time often began time often began 
producing energy overnight, prior to the morning ramp, and contiproducing energy overnight, prior to the morning ramp, and continued producing nued producing 
energy during the middle of the day.energy during the middle of the day.

In the fall (under similar load conditions) the MISO refined itsIn the fall (under similar load conditions) the MISO refined its commitment and commitment and 
dede--commitment processes to start units later and to commitment processes to start units later and to decommitdecommit them more them more 
frequently in the middle of the day when they are not needed to frequently in the middle of the day when they are not needed to meet the ramp meet the ramp 
demand of the market demand of the market –– these operational improvements reduce RSG payments.these operational improvements reduce RSG payments.

In the summer months, the output peaks around 3 pm because many In the summer months, the output peaks around 3 pm because many of the realof the real--
time comments are made to meet the peak load that occurs at thattime comments are made to meet the peak load that occurs at that time.time.
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Energy Produced from Units Committed in RealEnergy Produced from Units Committed in Real--Time Time 
By Hour of DayBy Hour of Day
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Potential Improvements in the Commitment Potential Improvements in the Commitment 
of Peaking Resourcesof Peaking Resources

•• The commitment and dispatch of peaking resources can be improvedThe commitment and dispatch of peaking resources can be improved further by further by 
implementing a implementing a ““looklook--aheadahead”” capability for the current realcapability for the current real--time market that time market that 
would commit turbines as an economic dispatch decision (rather twould commit turbines as an economic dispatch decision (rather than as a han as a 
reliability or capacity decision).reliability or capacity decision).

Gas turbines, which are most of the peaking resources in MISO, aGas turbines, which are most of the peaking resources in MISO, are unique in re unique in 
that they can provide capacity (operating reserves) without beinthat they can provide capacity (operating reserves) without being turned on.  g turned on.  
Hence, the decision to turn them on should generally be an econoHence, the decision to turn them on should generally be an economic one.mic one.

Currently, operators commit and Currently, operators commit and decommitdecommit turbines based on operating turbines based on operating 
criteria.criteria.

Allowing the market to commit and Allowing the market to commit and decommitdecommit the turbines would reduce the the turbines would reduce the 
outout--ofof--merit quantities, reduce RSG payments, and improve the ability omerit quantities, reduce RSG payments, and improve the ability of f 
peakerspeakers to set the energy price.to set the energy price.
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ExEx--Ante and ExAnte and Ex--Post Price Differences Post Price Differences 
April April -- December 2005December 2005

•• Like PJM and New England, the Midwest ISO settles its realLike PJM and New England, the Midwest ISO settles its real--time market using time market using ““exex--
postpost”” prices (i.e., prices that are computed after the operating periprices (i.e., prices that are computed after the operating period is over).od is over).

The exThe ex--ante prices and market outcomes are the basis for the 5ante prices and market outcomes are the basis for the 5--minute dispatch minute dispatch 
instructions that are sent to each generator in MISO.instructions that are sent to each generator in MISO.

The exThe ex--post prices are actually used for settlements and are calculatedpost prices are actually used for settlements and are calculated after the after the 
operating period based on the actual (rather than predicted) powoperating period based on the actual (rather than predicted) power flows and output.er flows and output.

–– Only units that are flexible and following dispatch may set pricOnly units that are flexible and following dispatch may set prices.  Hence, the units es.  Hence, the units 
eligible to set ex post prices can be different than in the exeligible to set ex post prices can be different than in the ex--ante solution.ante solution.

–– Each flexible unit has a price at which a unit is assumed to offEach flexible unit has a price at which a unit is assumed to offer energy in the exer energy in the ex--post post 
market. This price is a function of the unitmarket. This price is a function of the unit’’s bid curve actual output and exs bid curve actual output and ex--ante price.ante price.

•• Consistency between the exConsistency between the ex--ante and exante and ex--post prices are important for ensuring that post prices are important for ensuring that 
that suppliers have the incentive to follow the exthat suppliers have the incentive to follow the ex--ante dispatch instructions.ante dispatch instructions.

The average consistency is evaluated in the next figure, which sThe average consistency is evaluated in the next figure, which shows the average hows the average 
differences between the five minute exdifferences between the five minute ex--post and expost and ex--ante prices.ante prices.

This figure shows that the average differences between the exThis figure shows that the average differences between the ex--ante and exante and ex--post post 
prices were relatively small.  prices were relatively small.  

The typical hourly difference (average absolute difference) was The typical hourly difference (average absolute difference) was generally also small, generally also small, 
with the exception of July.with the exception of July.
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ExEx--Ante and ExAnte and Ex--Post Price Differences Post Price Differences 
All Hours: 2005All Hours: 2005
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ExEx--Ante and ExAnte and Ex--Post Price Differences Post Price Differences 
April April -- December 2005December 2005

•• Although the average differences between exAlthough the average differences between ex--post and expost and ex--ante pricing have not been ante pricing have not been 
large, it is important to evaluate substantial differences durinlarge, it is important to evaluate substantial differences during peak demand g peak demand 
conditions or periods of extreme congestion.conditions or periods of extreme congestion.

During these periods, generators may be asked to change productiDuring these periods, generators may be asked to change production rapidly or on rapidly or 
dispatch very expensive output segments.dispatch very expensive output segments.

If exIf ex--ante prices are inconsistent with exante prices are inconsistent with ex--post prices during these conditions, post prices during these conditions, 
generators can be harmed by adhering to the generators can be harmed by adhering to the MISOMISO’’ss dispatch instructions.dispatch instructions.

To evaluate this issue, the next figure shows the average differTo evaluate this issue, the next figure shows the average difference and the average ence and the average 
absolute difference in hours and at locations with relatively exabsolute difference in hours and at locations with relatively extreme prices (prices treme prices (prices 
above $300 per MWh or lower than above $300 per MWh or lower than --$100 per MWh).$100 per MWh).

•• This figure shows:This figure shows:

The differences between the exThe differences between the ex--ante and exante and ex--post prices occurred when expost prices occurred when ex--ante price ante price 
spikes occurred and were large during the first four months.spikes occurred and were large during the first four months.

In general, these occurred when relatively extreme congestion arIn general, these occurred when relatively extreme congestion arise that caused ise that caused 
prices at certain nodes to rise or fall sharply.prices at certain nodes to rise or fall sharply.

Modifications were made in early August to the exModifications were made in early August to the ex--post pricing methodology to post pricing methodology to 
improve the consistency between the eximprove the consistency between the ex--ante and exante and ex--post prices.post prices.
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ExEx--Ante and ExAnte and Ex--Post Price Differences Post Price Differences 
During Price Spike Events:  2005During Price Spike Events:  2005
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RealReal--Time Market:  ConclusionsTime Market:  Conclusions

•• In its inaugural year in operation, the Midwest ISOIn its inaugural year in operation, the Midwest ISO’’s reals real--time market has time market has 
performed relatively well.performed relatively well.

•• However, the lack of realHowever, the lack of real--time ancillary services markets and certain other factors time ancillary services markets and certain other factors 
have created room for improvement in the performance of the realhave created room for improvement in the performance of the real--time market.  time market.  
We provide the following recommendations:We provide the following recommendations:

1.1. Develop realDevelop real--time ancillary services markets as soon as practicable.time ancillary services markets as soon as practicable.

•• Ancillary services markets that are jointly optimized with energAncillary services markets that are jointly optimized with energy will allow the y will allow the 
market to more efficiently allocate resources between the two semarket to more efficiently allocate resources between the two services; and rvices; and 

•• Set efficient prices in both markets to reflect the economic traSet efficient prices in both markets to reflect the economic tradede--offs between offs between 
reserves and energy.reserves and energy.

2.2. Complete and implement the full ARC procedures that allow MISO oComplete and implement the full ARC procedures that allow MISO operators to perators to 
activate and dispatch the reserve range on units (output above activate and dispatch the reserve range on units (output above EcoMaxEcoMax).).

•• This process will allow the Midwest ISO to reduce system costs bThis process will allow the Midwest ISO to reduce system costs by relying on y relying on 
operating reserves for brief periods rather than committing relaoperating reserves for brief periods rather than committing relatively hightively high--cost cost 
units.units.

•• The ARC is also a means for the market to set prices at $1000 whThe ARC is also a means for the market to set prices at $1000 when the system is en the system is 
in shortage (i.e., cannot meet its operating reserve requirementin shortage (i.e., cannot meet its operating reserve requirements).s).
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RealReal--Time Market:  ConclusionsTime Market:  Conclusions

3.3. Develop a Develop a ““looklook--aheadahead”” capability in the real time that would commit turbines capability in the real time that would commit turbines 
and better manage ramp capability on slowand better manage ramp capability on slow--ramping units.ramping units.
•• The MISO has made operational improvements in its commitment of The MISO has made operational improvements in its commitment of peaking peaking 

resources, but the commit of these units can be further improvedresources, but the commit of these units can be further improved by reliance on by reliance on 
an economic model to commit the units.an economic model to commit the units.

•• Gas turbines, which are most of the peaking resources in MISO, aGas turbines, which are most of the peaking resources in MISO, are unique in that re unique in that 
they can provide capacity (operating reserves) without being turthey can provide capacity (operating reserves) without being turned on.  Hence, ned on.  Hence, 
the decision to turn them on should generally be an economic onethe decision to turn them on should generally be an economic one..

•• Allowing the market to commit and Allowing the market to commit and decommitdecommit the turbines would reduce the outthe turbines would reduce the out--
ofof--merit quantities, reduce RSG payments, and improve the ability omerit quantities, reduce RSG payments, and improve the ability of f peakerspeakers to to 
set the energy price.set the energy price.

4.4. In the longerIn the longer--run, develop realrun, develop real--time software and market provisions that allow gas time software and market provisions that allow gas 
turbines running at their turbines running at their EcoMinEcoMin or or EcoMaxEcoMax to set the energy prices.to set the energy prices.
•• This is a difficult challenge because the market must distinguisThis is a difficult challenge because the market must distinguish between those h between those 

turbines that would still be needed if they were more flexible vturbines that would still be needed if they were more flexible versus those that ersus those that 
would be ramped down to zero.would be ramped down to zero.

•• This change would improve the efficiency of the realThis change would improve the efficiency of the real--time prices, improve time prices, improve 
incentives to schedule load fully in the dayincentives to schedule load fully in the day--ahead market, and reduce RSG costs. ahead market, and reduce RSG costs. 
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RealReal--Time Market:  ConclusionsTime Market:  Conclusions

3.3. The exThe ex--post pricing changes MISO made were valuable because the expost pricing changes MISO made were valuable because the ex--ante prices ante prices 
are, in theory, more efficient than exare, in theory, more efficient than ex--post prices.  post prices.  

•• ExEx--post pricing has been justified as a means to provide incentivespost pricing has been justified as a means to provide incentives for generators for generators 
to follow the dispatch signal (because a resource that doesnto follow the dispatch signal (because a resource that doesn’’t cannot set the price)t cannot set the price)

•• However, it is does not efficiently provide such an incentive However, it is does not efficiently provide such an incentive –– it changes the price it changes the price 
for all participants for all participants –– including those following the dispatch instructions.including those following the dispatch instructions.

•• In fact, large exIn fact, large ex--post price differences can actually create a disincentive to folpost price differences can actually create a disincentive to follow low 
dispatch instructions when a supplier believes that exdispatch instructions when a supplier believes that ex--post prices may be post prices may be 
inconsistent with exinconsistent with ex--ante prices.ante prices.

•• Uninstructed deviation penalties that applied only to generatorsUninstructed deviation penalties that applied only to generators that are over or that are over or 
underunder--producing is a much more efficient means to provide incentives fproducing is a much more efficient means to provide incentives for or 
suppliers to follow dispatch instructions than exsuppliers to follow dispatch instructions than ex--post pricing.post pricing.

•• The changes made by MISO to the exThe changes made by MISO to the ex--post pricing model have resolved most of post pricing model have resolved most of 
the largest inconsistencies with the exthe largest inconsistencies with the ex--ante prices.  ante prices.  
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Total Congestion CostsTotal Congestion Costs
April to December 2005April to December 2005

•• The next figure shows total congestion costs by month in the MISThe next figure shows total congestion costs by month in the MISO market.O market.

DayDay--ahead congestion costs totaled $563 Million.ahead congestion costs totaled $563 Million.

RealReal--time congestion costs totaled $230 Million.time congestion costs totaled $230 Million.

•• The congestion increased rapidly from the spring to the summer aThe congestion increased rapidly from the spring to the summer as higher loads and s higher loads and 
power flows throughout the Midwest resulted in higher congestionpower flows throughout the Midwest resulted in higher congestion..

Higher gas prices in the Fall increased the costs of congestion Higher gas prices in the Fall increased the costs of congestion in the second half of in the second half of 
the year because it increased the costs of rethe year because it increased the costs of re--dispatching to manage congestion. dispatching to manage congestion. 

The report shows that a large share of the increase in congestioThe report shows that a large share of the increase in congestion is due to increased n is due to increased 
congestion into WUMS and increased congestion on the path to TVAcongestion into WUMS and increased congestion on the path to TVA..

•• RealReal--time congestion costs were higher than expected.time congestion costs were higher than expected.

Normally, one would expect the realNormally, one would expect the real--time congestion to be very low if the modeling time congestion to be very low if the modeling 
of the transmission system is consistent in the dayof the transmission system is consistent in the day--ahead and realahead and real--time markets.time markets.

The realThe real--time congestion is evaluated later in this section.time congestion is evaluated later in this section.
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Total Congestion CostsTotal Congestion Costs
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DayDay--Ahead Congestion and Obligations to FTR HoldersAhead Congestion and Obligations to FTR Holders
April to December 2005April to December 2005

•• The following figure compares monthly dayThe following figure compares monthly day--ahead congestion collections to ahead congestion collections to 
monthly FTR obligations.  monthly FTR obligations.  

Surpluses and shortfalls will be limited when the portfolio of Surpluses and shortfalls will be limited when the portfolio of FTRsFTRs held by held by 
participants matches the MISO power flows over the transmission participants matches the MISO power flows over the transmission system.system.

•• The total dayThe total day--ahead congestion collections exceeded FTR obligations for the yeahead congestion collections exceeded FTR obligations for the year.ar.

There was a surplus in the first six months of the markets operaThere was a surplus in the first six months of the markets operation. tion. 

However, there was a monthly shortfall in the last 3 months of tHowever, there was a monthly shortfall in the last 3 months of the year.he year.

•• A number of factors contributed to the shortfall in the last 3 mA number of factors contributed to the shortfall in the last 3 months including:onths including:

Significant planned and unplanned transmission outages occurringSignificant planned and unplanned transmission outages occurring in the dayin the day--ahead ahead 
markets not modeled in FTR allocations.markets not modeled in FTR allocations.

Increasing loop flows that are modeled in dayIncreasing loop flows that are modeled in day--ahead, but not fully reflected in the ahead, but not fully reflected in the 
FTR modeling.FTR modeling.

–– MISO collects no congestion revenue from entities causing loop fMISO collects no congestion revenue from entities causing loop flow over its key low over its key 
interfaces.  interfaces.  

–– If it has allocated If it has allocated FTRsFTRs for the capability on these interfaces, there will be a shortfafor the capability on these interfaces, there will be a shortfall.ll.
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Payments to FTR HoldersPayments to FTR Holders
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours

•• The following figure shows the monthly payments and obligations The following figure shows the monthly payments and obligations to FTR holders to FTR holders 
including payments to FTR Option B and Carveincluding payments to FTR Option B and Carve--out out FTRsFTRs..

•• The shortfall in the last 3 months of $47 Million was covered byThe shortfall in the last 3 months of $47 Million was covered by surpluses in other surpluses in other 
months so overall FTR were fully funded on an annual basis.  months so overall FTR were fully funded on an annual basis.  

•• The figure shows that the vast majority of the payments were madThe figure shows that the vast majority of the payments were made to FTR holders.e to FTR holders.

More than 95 percent of all payments were made to FTRMore than 95 percent of all payments were made to FTR--holders versus the other holders versus the other 
types of transmission rights that were made available to particitypes of transmission rights that were made available to participants with pants with 
grandfathered agreements. grandfathered agreements. 

•• As noted, the primary causes of the shortfall include:As noted, the primary causes of the shortfall include:

Differences in the transmission topology and loop flow assumptioDifferences in the transmission topology and loop flow assumptions in the dayns in the day--
ahead market and the FTR model; andahead market and the FTR model; and

Significant planned and unplanned outages in December.Significant planned and unplanned outages in December.

•• The additional $52 million of surplus congestion collected was dThe additional $52 million of surplus congestion collected was distributed to firm istributed to firm 
transmission customers.transmission customers.
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Payments to FTR HoldersPayments to FTR Holders
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours
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Value of RealValue of Real--Time Congestion by Coordination RegionTime Congestion by Coordination Region
20052005

•• To show how significant congestion has been in the realTo show how significant congestion has been in the real--time market, the next time market, the next 
figure shows the value of realfigure shows the value of real--time congestion.time congestion.

The value of realThe value of real--time congestion is equal to the marginal cost of the constraint time congestion is equal to the marginal cost of the constraint 
(i.e., the shadow price) times the flow over the constraint.(i.e., the shadow price) times the flow over the constraint.

•• The total value of realThe total value of real--time congestion was estimated to be $1.2 billion.time congestion was estimated to be $1.2 billion.

Most of the congestion occurred in the Central and East regions Most of the congestion occurred in the Central and East regions (East and (East and 
WUMS).  WUMS).  

As expected, congestion values increase under peak load conditioAs expected, congestion values increase under peak load conditions in July and ns in July and 
August though it remained high into the fall.  August though it remained high into the fall.  

Congestion values in the fall were impacted by high natural gas Congestion values in the fall were impacted by high natural gas prices.prices.

•• The figure also shows that the average number of constraints thaThe figure also shows that the average number of constraints that are binding at t are binding at 
any point in time (i.e., during each interval).any point in time (i.e., during each interval).

The number of constraints typically binding in each month rose tThe number of constraints typically binding in each month rose to its highest level o its highest level 
of 2.2 constraints per interval in September.of 2.2 constraints per interval in September.

The constraint frequency averaged more than 1.5 constraints per The constraint frequency averaged more than 1.5 constraints per interval over the interval over the 
nine month period.nine month period.
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Value of RealValue of Real--Time Congestion by Coordination RegionTime Congestion by Coordination Region
April April -- December 2005December 2005
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Value of RealValue of Real--Time Congestion by Type of ConstraintTime Congestion by Type of Constraint
20052005

•• The next figure shows the value of realThe next figure shows the value of real--time congestion by the type of constraint time congestion by the type of constraint ––
it is computed in the same manner as in the prior figure.it is computed in the same manner as in the prior figure.

The types of constraints include MISO internal constraints, MISOThe types of constraints include MISO internal constraints, MISO marketmarket--toto--
market constraints, PJM marketmarket constraints, PJM market--toto--market constraints, and external constraints.market constraints, and external constraints.

Congestion occurs on external constraints when a TLR is called oCongestion occurs on external constraints when a TLR is called on an a n an a 
neighboring system that causes MISO to redispatch its generationneighboring system that causes MISO to redispatch its generation..

•• Most of the congestion occurred on MISO internal constraints (inMost of the congestion occurred on MISO internal constraints (including the MISO cluding the MISO 
marketmarket--toto--market constraints).   market constraints).   

Together the MISO constraints (internal and marketTogether the MISO constraints (internal and market--toto--market) represent nearly 90 market) represent nearly 90 
percent of the congestion value.percent of the congestion value.

•• The external congestion was caused by a small number of constraiThe external congestion was caused by a small number of constraints.nts.

One constraint is responsible for more than 30 percent of this cOne constraint is responsible for more than 30 percent of this congestion.ongestion.

More than 20 percent of this congestion occurred on the next twoMore than 20 percent of this congestion occurred on the next two most significant most significant 
constraints.constraints.
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Value of RealValue of Real--Time by Type of ConstraintTime by Type of Constraint
20052005
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TLR Events and Curtailments in 2005TLR Events and Curtailments in 2005

•• The next figure shows the calls by MISO for transmission lineThe next figure shows the calls by MISO for transmission line--loading relief loading relief 
((““TLRsTLRs””) and associated transaction curtailments in 2004 and 2005.) and associated transaction curtailments in 2004 and 2005.

•• The TLR levels include:The TLR levels include:

Level 3 Level 3 –– nonnon--firm curtailments.firm curtailments.

Level 4 Level 4 –– commitment or redispatch of specific resources or other operaticommitment or redispatch of specific resources or other operating ng 
procedures to manage specific constraints.procedures to manage specific constraints.

Level 5 Level 5 –– curtailment of firm transactions.curtailment of firm transactions.

•• The TLR calls by MISO have decreased only slightly in 2005 afterThe TLR calls by MISO have decreased only slightly in 2005 after the the 
implementation of the energy markets.implementation of the energy markets.

The The TLRsTLRs called on Midwest ISO called on Midwest ISO flowgatesflowgates (level 3 and above) still account for (level 3 and above) still account for 
about 54 percent of all about 54 percent of all TLRsTLRs called in the Eastern Interconnect.called in the Eastern Interconnect.

The implementation of the markets was not expected to reduce theThe implementation of the markets was not expected to reduce the TLR calls.TLR calls.

When a constraint is binding in the MISO energy market, it invokWhen a constraint is binding in the MISO energy market, it invokes the TLR es the TLR 
procedures to ensure others outside of the MISO that contribute procedures to ensure others outside of the MISO that contribute to the congestion to the congestion 
assist in relieving it.assist in relieving it.
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TLR Events and Curtailments in 2005TLR Events and Curtailments in 2005

•• However, the curtailments were expected to decrease substantiallHowever, the curtailments were expected to decrease substantially since most of the y since most of the 
relief for the MISO constraints is now provided efficiently by trelief for the MISO constraints is now provided efficiently by the MISO energy he MISO energy 
markets, rather than via transaction curtailments.markets, rather than via transaction curtailments.

•• The figure confirms that curtailments have decreased dramaticallThe figure confirms that curtailments have decreased dramatically:y:

Curtailments were 76 percent lower overall in 2005 than in 2004.Curtailments were 76 percent lower overall in 2005 than in 2004.

Curtailments during the summer, which are generally larger in maCurtailments during the summer, which are generally larger in magnitude, decreased gnitude, decreased 
by 70 percent versus 2004.by 70 percent versus 2004.

•• These reductions in curtailments indicate substantial efficiencyThese reductions in curtailments indicate substantial efficiency improvements improvements 
resulting from the nodal markets.resulting from the nodal markets.

•• In prior reports, we showed that the TLR process is inefficient,In prior reports, we showed that the TLR process is inefficient, leading to:leading to:

More than three times the curtailments to manage congestion on aMore than three times the curtailments to manage congestion on average than the verage than the 
quantity of economic redispatch needed.quantity of economic redispatch needed.

Less timely and accurate control of the system Less timely and accurate control of the system –– resulting in lower reliability.  resulting in lower reliability.  
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TLR Events and Transactions CurtailedTLR Events and Transactions Curtailed
20042004--20052005
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TLR Events by RegionTLR Events by Region
April to December: 2004April to December: 2004--20052005

•• The next figure shows the monthly number of The next figure shows the monthly number of TLRsTLRs called in 2004 and 2005 by called in 2004 and 2005 by 
selected regions. selected regions. 

•• Kentucky is shown separately from the Central region to show theKentucky is shown separately from the Central region to show the relatively high relatively high 
number of number of TLRsTLRs in 2005 related to a) flows from north to south associated within 2005 related to a) flows from north to south associated with
exports to TVA, and b) local load pockets in and around Louisvilexports to TVA, and b) local load pockets in and around Louisville. le. 

The figure shows that a large share of the The figure shows that a large share of the TLRsTLRs in these areas are TLR level 4.in these areas are TLR level 4.

TLR level 4 must be called before any reconfiguration of generatTLR level 4 must be called before any reconfiguration of generation or ion or 
transmission is done on the LGEE system.transmission is done on the LGEE system.

A substantial contributor to the increased North to South congesA substantial contributor to the increased North to South congestion in 2005 is tion in 2005 is 
nonnon--firm service sold by PJM to TVA that was not coordinated under tfirm service sold by PJM to TVA that was not coordinated under the markethe market--
toto--market provisions market provisions –– steps have been taken to better manage this service.steps have been taken to better manage this service.

•• The figure also shows that level 4 The figure also shows that level 4 TLRsTLRs have been eliminated in WUMS.  have been eliminated in WUMS.  

Prior to the MISO markets, American Transmission Company (Prior to the MISO markets, American Transmission Company (““ATCATC””) ) 
redispatched generation when level 4 redispatched generation when level 4 TLRsTLRs were called.were called.

This redispatch is now done through the MISO energy market.This redispatch is now done through the MISO energy market.
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TLR Events by DurationTLR Events by Duration
April April -- December 2004 and 2005 by RegionDecember 2004 and 2005 by Region
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Congestion and ManageabilityCongestion and Manageability

•• Constraints are sometimes difficult to manage if the available rConstraints are sometimes difficult to manage if the available redispatch capability  edispatch capability  
of the generators that affect the flow on the constraint is limiof the generators that affect the flow on the constraint is limited. ted. 

When there is not sufficient redispatch capability in the marketWhen there is not sufficient redispatch capability in the market to reduce the flow to reduce the flow 
to less than the limit in the next 5to less than the limit in the next 5--minute interval, we refer to the constraint as minute interval, we refer to the constraint as 
““unmanageableunmanageable””..

The presence of an unmanageable constraint does not mean the sysThe presence of an unmanageable constraint does not mean the system is unreliable tem is unreliable 
–– reliability standards require the flow to be less than the limireliability standards require the flow to be less than the limit within a 30 minutes.t within a 30 minutes.

When a constraint is unmanageable, an algorithm is used to When a constraint is unmanageable, an algorithm is used to ““relaxrelax”” the limit for the the limit for the 
constraint for purposes of calculating a shadow price for the coconstraint for purposes of calculating a shadow price for the constraint and the nstraint and the 
associated associated LMPsLMPs..

•• The next figure shows the frequency with which constraints were The next figure shows the frequency with which constraints were unmanageable in unmanageable in 
each month.  This figure shows: each month.  This figure shows: 

Overall, 75 percent of the congestion was manageable on a 5Overall, 75 percent of the congestion was manageable on a 5--minute basis.  minute basis.  

From April to December, the percent of unmanageable congestion eFrom April to December, the percent of unmanageable congestion events trended vents trended 
up slightly in the first few months to a peak of  34 percent in up slightly in the first few months to a peak of  34 percent in August.August.

The unmanageable congestion decreased to an average of 24 percenThe unmanageable congestion decreased to an average of 24 percent over the last 3 t over the last 3 
months of the year.months of the year.
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Congestion and ManageabilityCongestion and Manageability

•• The next analysis shows the value of realThe next analysis shows the value of real--time congestion on selected interfaces, time congestion on selected interfaces, 
indicating the portion of the congestion that was manageable.indicating the portion of the congestion that was manageable.

•• This figure shows that the highest value congestion was on the iThis figure shows that the highest value congestion was on the interfaces into the nterfaces into the 
WUMS area, as expected.WUMS area, as expected.

The unmanageable congestion into this area was caused, in large The unmanageable congestion into this area was caused, in large part, by generator part, by generator 
inflexibility (inflated inflexibility (inflated EcoMinEcoMin levels on generators the cause power flows to levels on generators the cause power flows to 
increase over the constraint).increase over the constraint).

This inflexibility often resulted in negative prices in MinnesotThis inflexibility often resulted in negative prices in Minnesota, as shown earlier.a, as shown earlier.

•• The figure also shows that the northThe figure also shows that the north--south path to TVA became heavily congested south path to TVA became heavily congested 
in the fourth quarter of 2005.  in the fourth quarter of 2005.  

NonNon--firm transmission service sold by PJM to TVA loaded these interffirm transmission service sold by PJM to TVA loaded these interfaces.aces.

This service was not initially coordinated under the marketThis service was not initially coordinated under the market--toto--market provisions.market provisions.

PJM has taken steps to limit this service when MISO has no ATC.PJM has taken steps to limit this service when MISO has no ATC.

•• The PJM marketThe PJM market--toto--market results must be interpreted differently than the others. market results must be interpreted differently than the others. 
It is shown as It is shown as ““unmanageableunmanageable”” if the requested relief cannot be provided at a if the requested relief cannot be provided at a 
redispatch cost that is less than redispatch cost that is less than PJMPJM’’ss marginal redispatch costs (by design).marginal redispatch costs (by design).

Hence, a much higher portion of the congestion is likely to showHence, a much higher portion of the congestion is likely to show as unmanageable as unmanageable 
on these constraints.on these constraints.
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Unavailable Congestion Relief CapacityUnavailable Congestion Relief Capacity

•• The next analysis evaluates two factors that contribute to instaThe next analysis evaluates two factors that contribute to instances when transmission nces when transmission 
constraints are constraints are ““unmanageableunmanageable””::

Dispatch inflexibility:Dispatch inflexibility: EcoMinEcoMin levels much higher than the physical minimum output levels much higher than the physical minimum output 
levels levels ---- prevents the market from reducing the output of a resource and prevents the market from reducing the output of a resource and can can 
contribute to congestion when the resourcecontribute to congestion when the resource’’s output increases the flow on a line.s output increases the flow on a line.

Slow ramp limits:Slow ramp limits: Ramp rate limitations that are slower than the physical ramp Ramp rate limitations that are slower than the physical ramp 
capability of a resource capability of a resource –– reduces the speed with which generation can be reduces the speed with which generation can be 
redispatched to manage congestion.redispatched to manage congestion.

•• The following figure shows the effects of these factors by showiThe following figure shows the effects of these factors by showing:ng:

the amount of congestion relief (capability to reduce the flow othe amount of congestion relief (capability to reduce the flow on a constraint) that was n a constraint) that was 
unavailable due to each of these factors; and unavailable due to each of these factors; and 

the average percentage over the transmission limit of each constthe average percentage over the transmission limit of each constraint when it was raint when it was 
unmanageable (unmanageable (““average violationaverage violation””). ). 

•• The results show that on all of the paths, with the exception ofThe results show that on all of the paths, with the exception of the Nthe N--S to TVA path, S to TVA path, 
the relief that could have been available physically would have the relief that could have been available physically would have been enough to been enough to 
manage the congestion.manage the congestion.

•• The TVA path is a different case from the others The TVA path is a different case from the others –– the violations on this path were the violations on this path were 
largely due to excessive nonlargely due to excessive non--firm schedules by PJM, which has been addressed.  firm schedules by PJM, which has been addressed.  
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Ratios of Offered Relief to Physical CapabilityRatios of Offered Relief to Physical Capability

•• The next figure further evaluates the effects of generator infleThe next figure further evaluates the effects of generator inflexibility by showing xibility by showing 
the amount of offered relief (ability to reduce network flows bythe amount of offered relief (ability to reduce network flows by reducing a unitreducing a unit’’s s 
output) to the relief that could have been offered for binding coutput) to the relief that could have been offered for binding constraints in MISO.onstraints in MISO.

•• This analysis shows:This analysis shows:
With the exception of the Central region, offered flexibility haWith the exception of the Central region, offered flexibility has generally declined s generally declined 
throughout the year.throughout the year.

The East region in particular showed significant declines in offThe East region in particular showed significant declines in offer flexibility.er flexibility.

•• We attribute the inflexibility to:We attribute the inflexibility to:
Justifiable technical or reliability concerns in some cases.Justifiable technical or reliability concerns in some cases.

Inexperience with the market Inexperience with the market –– some participants do not recognize that they will some participants do not recognize that they will 
increase their profit by reducing their output to manage congestincrease their profit by reducing their output to manage congestion ion 

–– Others erroneously believe that forcing their resources to run aOthers erroneously believe that forcing their resources to run at their dayt their day--
ahead schedule is a profitable or rational strategy.ahead schedule is a profitable or rational strategy.

Concerns by some participants that responding to dispatch signalConcerns by some participants that responding to dispatch signals during periods s during periods 
of high price volatility could sometimes reduce their profit of high price volatility could sometimes reduce their profit –– settlement rules to settlement rules to 
eliminate this concern are being developed.eliminate this concern are being developed.

ManipulationManipulation-- we have investigated cases of apparent deliberate overwe have investigated cases of apparent deliberate over--production production 
and referred the conduct to FERC for a potential sanction.and referred the conduct to FERC for a potential sanction.
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Other RealOther Real--Time Congestion Management IssuesTime Congestion Management Issues

•• The final factor we evaluate that contributes to some of the insThe final factor we evaluate that contributes to some of the instances when tances when 
constraints are unmanageable is the parameter set in the realconstraints are unmanageable is the parameter set in the real--time market that time market that 
prevents units with a small effect on a constraint from being reprevents units with a small effect on a constraint from being redispatched.dispatched.

Currently in the realCurrently in the real--time market, units with generation shift factors less than 2 time market, units with generation shift factors less than 2 
percent (or greater than percent (or greater than --2 percent) are not redispatched to manage a constraint. 2 percent) are not redispatched to manage a constraint. 

A generation shift factor is the amount by which the flow on a cA generation shift factor is the amount by which the flow on a constraint will change onstraint will change 
when the output of a generator increases.when the output of a generator increases.

This parameter is set to reduce the size the data that must be pThis parameter is set to reduce the size the data that must be produced and passed roduced and passed 
among the realamong the real--time systems time systems –– all units are considered in the dayall units are considered in the day--ahead market.ahead market.

•• The following figure shows the congestion relief that is eliminaThe following figure shows the congestion relief that is eliminated by this parameter ted by this parameter 
of the realof the real--time model relative to the limit and average violation on selecttime model relative to the limit and average violation on selected ed 
constraints constraints ––

We calculated the relief quantities based on a planning case forWe calculated the relief quantities based on a planning case for September.September.

The additional relief on each constraint was calculated based onThe additional relief on each constraint was calculated based on raising the excluded raising the excluded 
unitsunits’’ output to its maximum or reducing the excluded unitsoutput to its maximum or reducing the excluded units’’ output to its minimum.output to its minimum.

•• The results show that the additional relief available by lowerinThe results show that the additional relief available by lowering the parameter is g the parameter is 
generally larger than the average violations on the constraints generally larger than the average violations on the constraints that we sampled.that we sampled.
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•• This effect of the parameter is particularly large for the lowThis effect of the parameter is particularly large for the low--voltage constraints.  voltage constraints.  
This is the case because GSFs are generally small and less widelThis is the case because GSFs are generally small and less widely distributed for low y distributed for low 
voltage constraints voltage constraints –– hence, the parameter tends to have a larger effect.hence, the parameter tends to have a larger effect.

•• We have recommended to MISO that it reduce this parameter as mucWe have recommended to MISO that it reduce this parameter as much as feasible for h as feasible for 
the generator nodes in its realthe generator nodes in its real--time market time market 

The same parameter is used for load and generator nodes.The same parameter is used for load and generator nodes.

There are many times more load nodes than generator nodes.There are many times more load nodes than generator nodes.

Given the Given the MISOMISO’’ss practical concerns regarding the quantity of data that would bepractical concerns regarding the quantity of data that would be
produced and passed among its realproduced and passed among its real--time systems if the parameter is reduced, we time systems if the parameter is reduced, we 
believe it is be reasonable to initially keep the 2 percent parabelieve it is be reasonable to initially keep the 2 percent parameter for load nodes. meter for load nodes. 

•• With regard to its nodal pricing when a constraint is violated (With regard to its nodal pricing when a constraint is violated (i.e., unmanageable), i.e., unmanageable), 
we recommend the MISO discontinue use of the relaxation algorithwe recommend the MISO discontinue use of the relaxation algorithm and set prices m and set prices 
based on the constraint penalty factor.based on the constraint penalty factor.

When a constraint cannot be resolved at a marginal cost less thaWhen a constraint cannot be resolved at a marginal cost less than the penalty factor, n the penalty factor, 
the value of the constraint must be higher than the penalty factthe value of the constraint must be higher than the penalty factor.  or.  

To the extent that the relaxation algorithm determines a lower sTo the extent that the relaxation algorithm determines a lower shadow price, hadow price, 
therefore, it is a poorer reflection of the true value of the cotherefore, it is a poorer reflection of the true value of the constraint.nstraint.
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Balancing Congestion CostsBalancing Congestion Costs

•• Like all other settlements in the realLike all other settlements in the real--time market, realtime market, real--time congestion costs should time congestion costs should 
be related only to deviations from the daybe related only to deviations from the day--ahead schedules.  ahead schedules.  

Because the realBecause the real--time settlements are only for deviations from the daytime settlements are only for deviations from the day--ahead ahead 
schedules, realschedules, real--time congestion charges should be zero as long as the transmissitime congestion charges should be zero as long as the transmission on 
limits and external loop flows assumed in the daylimits and external loop flows assumed in the day--ahead market have not changed.  ahead market have not changed.  
Inconsistencies in limits, loop flows, or other modeling inputs Inconsistencies in limits, loop flows, or other modeling inputs can compel the MISO can compel the MISO 
to incur realto incur real--time congestion costs to reduce the flow on constrained facilititime congestion costs to reduce the flow on constrained facilities in real es in real 
time, which would be recovered through uplift charges.time, which would be recovered through uplift charges.
Such costs will never be zero because transmission outages and oSuch costs will never be zero because transmission outages and other unforeseen ther unforeseen 
network conditions can arise that will reduce realnetwork conditions can arise that will reduce real--time capability. time capability. 

•• The figure shows that realThe figure shows that real--time congestion costs rose substantially in the late time congestion costs rose substantially in the late 
summer and early fall 2005, due in part to the sharp increase insummer and early fall 2005, due in part to the sharp increase in natural gas prices.natural gas prices.

•• MISO and the IMM investigated the sources of the realMISO and the IMM investigated the sources of the real--time congestion, finding:time congestion, finding:
A large share of the costs are associated with realA large share of the costs are associated with real--time loop flows that were not fully time loop flows that were not fully 
reflected in the dayreflected in the day--ahead market assumptions.ahead market assumptions.
RealReal--time transmission deratings due to outages and other factors.time transmission deratings due to outages and other factors.
Miscellaneous data issues related to the network.Miscellaneous data issues related to the network.

•• MISO improved the dayMISO improved the day--ahead modeling of loop flows and other issues, contributing ahead modeling of loop flows and other issues, contributing 
to the sharp decline in realto the sharp decline in real--time congestion costs toward the end of 2005.time congestion costs toward the end of 2005.
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FTR Auction Prices and CongestionFTR Auction Prices and Congestion

•• The next analysis evaluates the results of the FTR auctions, whiThe next analysis evaluates the results of the FTR auctions, which should efficiently ch should efficiently 
forecast future congestion costs if they are liquid and wellforecast future congestion costs if they are liquid and well--functioning.functioning.

•• The next four figures show the hourly FTR auction values compareThe next four figures show the hourly FTR auction values compared to the value of d to the value of 
dayday--ahead congestion.  ahead congestion.  

All the values shown in these figures are computed relative to CAll the values shown in these figures are computed relative to Cinergy Hub.inergy Hub.

More More FTRsFTRs per month are purchased to and from the Cinergy Hub than any otper month are purchased to and from the Cinergy Hub than any other her 
node.node.

•• The first two figures show the values for WUMS and West regions.The first two figures show the values for WUMS and West regions. The prices in The prices in 
these regions are the most affected by the frequent congestion ithese regions are the most affected by the frequent congestion into the WUMS nto the WUMS 
region.region.

•• The third and fourth figures show the congestion and FTR values The third and fourth figures show the congestion and FTR values for the Michigan for the Michigan 
Hub and the IMO interface.Hub and the IMO interface.
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FTR Auction Prices and CongestionFTR Auction Prices and Congestion
WUMS and Minnesota HubWUMS and Minnesota Hub

•• As the market opened in April, the FTR auction did not closely rAs the market opened in April, the FTR auction did not closely reflect the value of the eflect the value of the 
dayday--ahead congestion ahead congestion ---- peak FTR auction prices deviated from DA congestion by peak FTR auction prices deviated from DA congestion by 
$20,000 per MW in WUMS and $12,000 at the Minnesota Hub.$20,000 per MW in WUMS and $12,000 at the Minnesota Hub.

•• In the WUMS region, the last 8 months of 2005 showed much betterIn the WUMS region, the last 8 months of 2005 showed much better convergence convergence 
between the FTR and actual congestion results.between the FTR and actual congestion results.

In September, congestion peaked due to transmission and generatiIn September, congestion peaked due to transmission and generation outages.  Offon outages.  Off--
peak congestion was negative in November due to the outage of Arpeak congestion was negative in November due to the outage of Arnoldnold--Hazelton Hazelton 
and constraints that were binding and constraints that were binding into into Minnesota.Minnesota.

For the May to December period, average congestion exceeded the For the May to December period, average congestion exceeded the FTR clearing FTR clearing 
price by less than $700 for the peak hours and less than $800 inprice by less than $700 for the peak hours and less than $800 in the offthe off--peak market.peak market.

•• The congestion and FTR results for the Minnesota Hub were less cThe congestion and FTR results for the Minnesota Hub were less consistent.onsistent.

With the exception of the FTR prices in April, congestion valuesWith the exception of the FTR prices in April, congestion values and FTR prices and FTR prices 
were low in the first four months of the marketwere low in the first four months of the market’’s operation.s operation.

From October to December, peak congestion became substantially pFrom October to December, peak congestion became substantially positive in the ositive in the 
peak hours due to transmission and generation outages that reverpeak hours due to transmission and generation outages that reversed the congestion.sed the congestion.

The FTR prices did not converge well in peak hours, likely due iThe FTR prices did not converge well in peak hours, likely due in part to the erratic n part to the erratic 
congestion patterns affecting prices in Minnesota.congestion patterns affecting prices in Minnesota.
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FTR Auction Prices and Congestion FTR Auction Prices and Congestion 
Minnesota HUBMinnesota HUB
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•• The following figure shows that the congestion and FTR values atThe following figure shows that the congestion and FTR values at the Michigan hub were the Michigan hub were 
much lower than in WUMS and Minnesota.much lower than in WUMS and Minnesota.

After April, the FTR auction prices at the Michigan Hub peaked iAfter April, the FTR auction prices at the Michigan Hub peaked in August for both peak n August for both peak 
and offand off--peak hours peak hours ---- dayday--ahead congestion values were at their lowest in August.ahead congestion values were at their lowest in August.

Average peak difference between congestion and FTR prices is $10Average peak difference between congestion and FTR prices is $100 per MW, while 0 per MW, while 
the average of the absolute peak difference is $895 per MW.the average of the absolute peak difference is $895 per MW.

•• Congestion patterns for the IMO interface are similar to those fCongestion patterns for the IMO interface are similar to those for the Michigan Hub, but or the Michigan Hub, but 
FTR clearing prices were less variable and less accurate than atFTR clearing prices were less variable and less accurate than at the Michigan Hub.the Michigan Hub.

Between June and December, FTR prices were below congestion costBetween June and December, FTR prices were below congestion costs in the peak s in the peak 
hours during 6 of the 7 months.  However, FTR prices were below hours during 6 of the 7 months.  However, FTR prices were below congestion costs congestion costs 
during only one of those 7 months in the offduring only one of those 7 months in the off--peak hours.peak hours.

The dayThe day--ahead congestion cost from Cinergy Hub to IMO was at least $600 ahead congestion cost from Cinergy Hub to IMO was at least $600 greater greater 
than the FTR clearing price in every one of the last four monthsthan the FTR clearing price in every one of the last four months of 2005.  of 2005.  

–– The average clearing price during this time was only $648 per MWThe average clearing price during this time was only $648 per MW while the while the 
congestion costs were $1,250 per MW.congestion costs were $1,250 per MW.

FTR Auction Prices and Congestion FTR Auction Prices and Congestion 
Michigan Hub and IMO InterfaceMichigan Hub and IMO Interface
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Market ConcentrationMarket Concentration

•• The analyses in this section of the report provide an overview oThe analyses in this section of the report provide an overview of the competitive f the competitive 
structure and performance of the Midwest ISO markets in 2005.structure and performance of the Midwest ISO markets in 2005.

•• The first analysis is of market concentration, measured using thThe first analysis is of market concentration, measured using the e HerfindahlHerfindahl--
Hirschman Index (Hirschman Index (““HHIHHI””).).

HHIsHHIs are calculated by summing the squares of each supplierare calculated by summing the squares of each supplier’’s market share.s market share.

The antitrust agencies generally characterize markets with The antitrust agencies generally characterize markets with HHIsHHIs of greater than of greater than 
1800 as highly concentrated.1800 as highly concentrated.

The HHI provides only a general indication of market conditions The HHI provides only a general indication of market conditions and is not a and is not a 
definitive measure of market power because it does not consider definitive measure of market power because it does not consider demand, demand, 
network constraints, and load obligations.network constraints, and load obligations.

•• The market concentration of the entire Midwest ISO region is relThe market concentration of the entire Midwest ISO region is relatively low.atively low.

However, each of the Midwest subHowever, each of the Midwest sub--regions is highly concentrated with the exception regions is highly concentrated with the exception 
of the Central region.of the Central region.

The The HHIsHHIs are higher than in other regions because the verticallyare higher than in other regions because the vertically--integrated utilities integrated utilities 
in the Midwest have not divested substantial amounts of generatiin the Midwest have not divested substantial amounts of generation as in other on as in other 
regions. regions. 
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Residual Supply IndexResidual Supply Index

•• A better metric than the HHI for evaluating competitive issues iA better metric than the HHI for evaluating competitive issues in electricity markets n electricity markets 
is the residual supply index (is the residual supply index (““RDIRDI””). ). 

•• The RDI metric indicates the portion of the load in an area thatThe RDI metric indicates the portion of the load in an area that can be satisfied can be satisfied 
without the resources of the largest supplier.without the resources of the largest supplier.

Hence, an RDI > 1 indicates that the load can be fully satisfiedHence, an RDI > 1 indicates that the load can be fully satisfied without the largest without the largest 
suppliersupplier’’s resources.  An RDI < 1 indicates that a supplier is s resources.  An RDI < 1 indicates that a supplier is ““pivotalpivotal””, i.e., a , i.e., a 
monopolist over a portion of the load.monopolist over a portion of the load.

In calculating the RDI, we include all import capability into thIn calculating the RDI, we include all import capability into the area, not just the e area, not just the 
imports that were actually scheduled.imports that were actually scheduled.

In general, the RDI will decrease as load increases since increaIn general, the RDI will decrease as load increases since increasing quantities of sing quantities of 
rivalsrivals’’ generation will be needed to satisfy the load.generation will be needed to satisfy the load.

•• The following figure shows the RDI by load level in different arThe following figure shows the RDI by load level in different areas within MISO. eas within MISO. 

This analysis shows that there is limited competition in the WUMThis analysis shows that there is limited competition in the WUMS region at all load S region at all load 
levels levels –– when load is higher than 60 GW (75 percent of the time), there when load is higher than 60 GW (75 percent of the time), there is a pivotal is a pivotal 
supplier in WUMS between 60 percent and 100 percent of the hourssupplier in WUMS between 60 percent and 100 percent of the hours..

The West and East regions exhibit a pivotal supplier in a substaThe West and East regions exhibit a pivotal supplier in a substantial number of hours ntial number of hours 
only when load exceeds 80 GW (over 20 percent of the hours).only when load exceeds 80 GW (over 20 percent of the hours).
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Residual Supply Duration CurvesResidual Supply Duration Curves
2005: All Hours2005: All Hours

•• The next figure shows the residual supplier index in the form ofThe next figure shows the residual supplier index in the form of a duration curve a duration curve 
from highest index (most competitive) to lowest index (least comfrom highest index (most competitive) to lowest index (least competitive).petitive).

•• These curves show there were no hours with a pivotal supplier inThese curves show there were no hours with a pivotal supplier in the Central region the Central region 
and very few hours with a pivotal supplier in the MISO region asand very few hours with a pivotal supplier in the MISO region as a whole.a whole.

However, the WUMS region has one or more pivotal suppliers in moHowever, the WUMS region has one or more pivotal suppliers in more than twore than two--
thirds of the hours during the study period (April thirds of the hours during the study period (April –– December 2005), which justifies December 2005), which justifies 
in part the special treatment of WUMS as a Narrow Constrained Arin part the special treatment of WUMS as a Narrow Constrained Area (ea (““NCANCA””) ) 
under the mitigation measures in the MISO tariff.under the mitigation measures in the MISO tariff.

The West had a pivotal supplier in about 10% of hours in 2005 anThe West had a pivotal supplier in about 10% of hours in 2005 and the East had a d the East had a 
pivotal supplier in about 5% of the hours.pivotal supplier in about 5% of the hours.

•• Pivotal supplier analyses can also be performed on a constraintPivotal supplier analyses can also be performed on a constraint--specific basis specific basis ––
identifying when a supplieridentifying when a supplier’’s resources are needed to manage a constraint and, s resources are needed to manage a constraint and, 
therefore, may have local market power.therefore, may have local market power.

Such market power exists across the entire MISO region based on Such market power exists across the entire MISO region based on our studies.our studies.

However, the market power mitigation to address local market powHowever, the market power mitigation to address local market power outside of the er outside of the 
WUMS (i.e., in WUMS (i.e., in ““Broad Constrained AreasBroad Constrained Areas”” or or BCAsBCAs) has expired, leaving the ) has expired, leaving the 
market vulnerable to substantial market power abuses.market vulnerable to substantial market power abuses.
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ConstraintConstraint--Specific Pivotal Supplier AnalysisSpecific Pivotal Supplier Analysis

•• We also conducted an analysis to evaluate local market power assWe also conducted an analysis to evaluate local market power associated with ociated with 
individual transmission constraints. individual transmission constraints. 

A supplier is pivotal for a constraint when its resources are neA supplier is pivotal for a constraint when its resources are needed to manage the eded to manage the 
transmission constraint (i.e., it has the ability to overload thtransmission constraint (i.e., it has the ability to overload the constraint such that e constraint such that 
other suppliers cannot unload it).other suppliers cannot unload it).

This is frequently the case for lower voltage constraints becausThis is frequently the case for lower voltage constraints because the resources that e the resources that 
significantly affect the flows over the constraint are those thasignificantly affect the flows over the constraint are those that are near the t are near the 
constraint constraint –– if they are all owned by the same supplier, it is likely to be if they are all owned by the same supplier, it is likely to be pivotal.pivotal.

•• The first figure shows the portion of the active constraints thaThe first figure shows the portion of the active constraints that have at least one t have at least one 
pivotal supplier. pivotal supplier. 

34 percent of the active BCA constraints have a pivotal supplier34 percent of the active BCA constraints have a pivotal supplier..

41 percent of the active NCA constraints have a pivotal supplier41 percent of the active NCA constraints have a pivotal supplier..

•• These results indicate that while local market power is most comThese results indicate that while local market power is most commonly associated monly associated 
with the NCA constraints, a large share of the BCA constraints awith the NCA constraints, a large share of the BCA constraints also create lso create 
substantial local market power.substantial local market power.
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ConstraintConstraint--Specific Pivotal Supplier Analysis:Specific Pivotal Supplier Analysis:
Percent of Active Constraints with a Pivotal SupplierPercent of Active Constraints with a Pivotal Supplier
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ConstraintConstraint--Specific Pivotal Supplier AnalysisSpecific Pivotal Supplier Analysis

•• The prior analysis showed that a supplier was frequently pivotalThe prior analysis showed that a supplier was frequently pivotal when a BCA constraint when a BCA constraint 
or NCA constraint was active.or NCA constraint was active.

•• The next figure shows the overall percentage of intervals duringThe next figure shows the overall percentage of intervals during the marketthe market’’s operation s operation 
in 2005 when at least one supplier is pivotal for the BCA and NCin 2005 when at least one supplier is pivotal for the BCA and NCA constraints.A constraints.

This analysis varies from the prior analysis because it incorporThis analysis varies from the prior analysis because it incorporates how frequently ates how frequently 
the BCA and NCA constraints are active.the BCA and NCA constraints are active.

•• This analysis shows that there was an active BCA constraint withThis analysis shows that there was an active BCA constraint with at least one pivotal at least one pivotal 
supplier in 57 percent of the hours during 2005.supplier in 57 percent of the hours during 2005.

These values rose over the year and peaked at nearly 80 percent These values rose over the year and peaked at nearly 80 percent of the hours in of the hours in 
November 2005.November 2005.

This increase is attributable to the fact that BCA constraints wThis increase is attributable to the fact that BCA constraints were active more ere active more 
frequently later in the year.frequently later in the year.

•• The analysis also indicates that there was an active NCA constraThe analysis also indicates that there was an active NCA constraint with a pivotal int with a pivotal 
supplier in almost 20 percent of the hours.supplier in almost 20 percent of the hours.

The NCA ratios decreased over the year because the NCA constrainThe NCA ratios decreased over the year because the NCA constraints were active ts were active 
less frequently.less frequently.

•• These results indicate that the BCA and NCA mitigation continuesThese results indicate that the BCA and NCA mitigation continues to be essential.to be essential.
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ConstraintConstraint--Specific Pivotal Supplier Analysis:Specific Pivotal Supplier Analysis:
Percent of All Intervals with a Pivotal SupplierPercent of All Intervals with a Pivotal Supplier
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Offer Behavior in the Midwest ISOOffer Behavior in the Midwest ISO’’s s 
RealReal--Time Energy MarketTime Energy Market

•• The next analysis is the first in a series of analyses on the coThe next analysis is the first in a series of analyses on the conduct of suppliers in the nduct of suppliers in the 
Midwest ISO.Midwest ISO.

•• The first figure shows the average amount of generation offered The first figure shows the average amount of generation offered at levels that exceed at levels that exceed 
the conduct thresholds in the mitigation measures on a biweekly the conduct thresholds in the mitigation measures on a biweekly basis.basis.

It shows both the minimum generation offers (i.e., noIt shows both the minimum generation offers (i.e., no--load and energy offered up to load and energy offered up to 
a resourcea resource’’s s EcoMinEcoMin), and the energy offers that exceed the thresholds.), and the energy offers that exceed the thresholds.

The analysis also shows the offers that exceed one half of the cThe analysis also shows the offers that exceed one half of the conduct thresholds.onduct thresholds.

•• The figure shows that the average quantities exceeding the mitigThe figure shows that the average quantities exceeding the mitigation thresholds ation thresholds 
were very low.were very low.

•• The quantities of energy exceeding 50 percent of the mitigation The quantities of energy exceeding 50 percent of the mitigation thresholds were also thresholds were also 
very low very low –– these are the only quantities that would affect energy prices.these are the only quantities that would affect energy prices.

•• The quantities of minimum generation exceeding 50 percent of theThe quantities of minimum generation exceeding 50 percent of the conduct conduct 
thresholds peaked at almost 2000 MW.  thresholds peaked at almost 2000 MW.  

These quantities are still relatively low given that more than 1These quantities are still relatively low given that more than 100 GW are typically 00 GW are typically 
offered in the MISO (although lower quantities are online in theoffered in the MISO (although lower quantities are online in the realreal--time market).time market).

This conduct does not affect energy prices, only potentially RSGThis conduct does not affect energy prices, only potentially RSG costs.costs.
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Conduct at 100% and 50% of Conduct ThresholdConduct at 100% and 50% of Conduct Threshold
RealReal--Time MarketTime Market
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Economic Withholding:  Output Gap AnalysisEconomic Withholding:  Output Gap Analysis

•• The next set of figures shows the results of the output gap metrThe next set of figures shows the results of the output gap metric.ic.

The output gap shows the quantity of output that is not producedThe output gap shows the quantity of output that is not produced with competitive with competitive 
costs that are lower than the costs that are lower than the LMPsLMPs by more than a given threshold.  It also includes by more than a given threshold.  It also includes 
inflated offers that set the inflated offers that set the LMPsLMPs..

These figures show the average output gap at the mitigation threThese figures show the average output gap at the mitigation thresholds and one half sholds and one half 
of the mitigation thresholds.of the mitigation thresholds.

The average output gap quantities are shown for the largest two The average output gap quantities are shown for the largest two suppliers in each suppliers in each 
region versus the other suppliers.region versus the other suppliers.

•• These figures show:These figures show:

The output gap at the mitigation thresholds are less than 1 percThe output gap at the mitigation thresholds are less than 1 percent.ent.

The output gap levels at the lower threshold are also generally The output gap levels at the lower threshold are also generally very low.very low.

It increases with load levels because the higher prices that occIt increases with load levels because the higher prices that occur at high load levels ur at high load levels 
cause a much higher share of the resources to be economic.cause a much higher share of the resources to be economic.

With the exception of the West region, the output gap quantitiesWith the exception of the West region, the output gap quantities for the largest for the largest 
suppliers are lower than for other suppliers.suppliers are lower than for other suppliers.

These results do not raise substantial competitive concerns. These results do not raise substantial competitive concerns. 
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RealReal--Time Market Output GapTime Market Output Gap
Central: All HoursCentral: All Hours
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RealReal--Time Market Output GapTime Market Output Gap
East: All HoursEast: All Hours
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RealReal--Time Market Output GapTime Market Output Gap
West: All HoursWest: All Hours
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RealReal--Time Market Output GapTime Market Output Gap
WUMS: All HoursWUMS: All Hours
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Evaluation of Outages and Partial DeratingsEvaluation of Outages and Partial Deratings

•• The prior analysis assess the offer patterns to identify potentiThe prior analysis assess the offer patterns to identify potential economic al economic 
withholding.withholding.

•• The following analyses seek to identify potential physical withhThe following analyses seek to identify potential physical withholding.olding.

The following analyses show shortThe following analyses show short--term forced outages (less than 7 days), longerterm forced outages (less than 7 days), longer--
term forced outages, and deratings by load level for the largestterm forced outages, and deratings by load level for the largest two suppliers and the two suppliers and the 
other suppliers in various regions.other suppliers in various regions.

The results are shown by load level because attempts to withholdThe results are shown by load level because attempts to withhold would likely occur would likely occur 
at high load levels when prices are most sensitive to withholdinat high load levels when prices are most sensitive to withholding.g.

We also focus particularly on shortWe also focus particularly on short--term outages and partial deratings because longterm outages and partial deratings because long--
term forced outages are least likely to be a profitable withholdterm forced outages are least likely to be a profitable withholding strategy.ing strategy.

•• The patterns shown in following figures do not raise substantialThe patterns shown in following figures do not raise substantial competitive competitive 
concerns because:concerns because:

The deratings and outages do not rise significantly under peak lThe deratings and outages do not rise significantly under peak load conditions; and oad conditions; and 

The quantities for the largest suppliers are generally lower thaThe quantities for the largest suppliers are generally lower than for other suppliers n for other suppliers 
(that are less likely to have market power).(that are less likely to have market power).

Nonetheless, we investigate any outages or deratings that createNonetheless, we investigate any outages or deratings that create substantial substantial 
congestion or other price effects.congestion or other price effects.
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RealReal--Time Deratings and Forced OutagesTime Deratings and Forced Outages
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RealReal--Time Deratings and Forced OutagesTime Deratings and Forced Outages
Central: All HoursCentral: All Hours
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RealReal--Time Deratings and Forced OutagesTime Deratings and Forced Outages
West: All HoursWest: All Hours
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RealReal--Time Deratings and Forced OutagesTime Deratings and Forced Outages
WUMS: All HoursWUMS: All Hours
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RealReal--Time Energy Mitigation by MonthTime Energy Mitigation by Month

•• The final two figures show the frequency with which mitigation hThe final two figures show the frequency with which mitigation has been imposed as been imposed 
in the realin the real--time market.time market.

•• The first figure shows the frequency and quantity of mitigation The first figure shows the frequency and quantity of mitigation in the realin the real--time time 
market by month. market by month. 

Mitigation occurs when a unitMitigation occurs when a unit’’s offer exceeds the conduct threshold and the offer  s offer exceeds the conduct threshold and the offer  
raises prices substantially raises prices substantially –– this process is nearly completely automated.this process is nearly completely automated.

The first figure shows that NCA mitigation generally occurred leThe first figure shows that NCA mitigation generally occurred less frequently than ss frequently than 
BCA mitigation in all but three months during the 9BCA mitigation in all but three months during the 9--month study period.month study period.

However, both classes of mitigation were relatively infrequent.However, both classes of mitigation were relatively infrequent.

–– There were 24 BCA events and 62 NCA mitigation events.  There were 24 BCA events and 62 NCA mitigation events.  

–– The most mitigation occurred in September with 14 hours of mitigThe most mitigation occurred in September with 14 hours of mitigation.ation.

•• Although mitigation was relatively infrequent in 2005, local marAlthough mitigation was relatively infrequent in 2005, local market power ket power 
remains a significant issue in the MISO region.remains a significant issue in the MISO region.
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Mitigation in the RealMitigation in the Real--Time Energy Market by MonthTime Energy Market by Month
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RealReal--Time RSG Mitigation by MonthTime RSG Mitigation by Month

•• The next figure shows the frequency and amount by which RSG paymThe next figure shows the frequency and amount by which RSG payments were ents were 
mitigated in each month of 2005.mitigated in each month of 2005.

•• This figure shows that only modest amounts of the total RSG paymThis figure shows that only modest amounts of the total RSG payments were ents were 
mitigated in most months due to the prerequisites for mitigationmitigated in most months due to the prerequisites for mitigation that must be that must be 
satisfied:satisfied:

The unit must be committed for a constraint or a local reliabiliThe unit must be committed for a constraint or a local reliability issue.ty issue.

The unitThe unit’’s offer must exceed the conduct threshold.s offer must exceed the conduct threshold.

The effect of the inflated offer must exceed the impact thresholThe effect of the inflated offer must exceed the impact threshold (i.e. to raise the d (i.e. to raise the 
unitunit’’s RSG payment by 200 percent.s RSG payment by 200 percent.

•• Both the frequency and magnitude of the RSG mitigation was higheBoth the frequency and magnitude of the RSG mitigation was highest in st in 
December 2005:December 2005:

More than $3 million of the RSG payment was mitigated in DecembeMore than $3 million of the RSG payment was mitigated in December.r.

Mitigation occurred for 46 unitMitigation occurred for 46 unit--days.days.
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RealReal--Time RSG Mitigation by MonthTime RSG Mitigation by Month

External TransactionsExternal Transactions
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Average Hourly DayAverage Hourly Day--Ahead ImportsAhead Imports
All HoursAll Hours

•• This last section of the report evaluates the interchange betweeThis last section of the report evaluates the interchange between the Midwest ISO n the Midwest ISO 
and adjacent areas.  and adjacent areas.  

•• The analyses in this section summarizes the magnitude of the extThe analyses in this section summarizes the magnitude of the external transactions ernal transactions 
and evaluates the efficiency with which imports and exports are and evaluates the efficiency with which imports and exports are scheduled.scheduled.

•• The first two figures show the average hourly net imports scheduThe first two figures show the average hourly net imports scheduled in the dayled in the day--
ahead and realahead and real--time markets by day over all interfaces.time markets by day over all interfaces.

•• The dayThe day--ahead figure shows:ahead figure shows:

The Midwest ISO is a net importer of power in both peak and offThe Midwest ISO is a net importer of power in both peak and off--peak periods due peak periods due 
to its reliance on large imports from the West and Canada.to its reliance on large imports from the West and Canada.

The level of net imports was initially below preThe level of net imports was initially below pre--market levels.market levels.

However, the net imports increased rapidly to a maximum of more However, the net imports increased rapidly to a maximum of more than 6100 MW than 6100 MW 
on August 3.on August 3.

The pattern of net imports was seasonal with the largest importsThe pattern of net imports was seasonal with the largest imports occurring during the occurring during the 
summer under the tightest demand conditions.summer under the tightest demand conditions.

Net imports also rose sharply in late November due largely to plNet imports also rose sharply in late November due largely to planned transmission anned transmission 
and generation outages that led to very high prices in Minnesotaand generation outages that led to very high prices in Minnesota..
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Average Hourly RealAverage Hourly Real--Time ImportsTime Imports
All HoursAll Hours

•• The realThe real--time figure shows that the net imports in the realtime figure shows that the net imports in the real--time market were time market were 
comparable to the net imports scheduled in the daycomparable to the net imports scheduled in the day--ahead market.ahead market.

•• On average, the MISO imports almost 3500 MW in onOn average, the MISO imports almost 3500 MW in on--peak hours and close to 2000 peak hours and close to 2000 
MW in offMW in off--peak hours.  More than half if this net imports come from Manitopeak hours.  More than half if this net imports come from Manitoba.ba.

•• However, sizable differences in the net imports sometimes occurrHowever, sizable differences in the net imports sometimes occurred, particularly ed, particularly 
early in the marketearly in the market’’s operation. s operation. 

There were a number of days early in the market when the MidwestThere were a number of days early in the market when the Midwest ISO became a ISO became a 
net exporter of power in the realnet exporter of power in the real--time market.time market.

Large changes in net imports from the dayLarge changes in net imports from the day--ahead to the realahead to the real--time market cause the time market cause the 
Midwest ISO to have to commit additional generation and rely morMidwest ISO to have to commit additional generation and rely more heavily on e heavily on 
peaking resources.peaking resources.
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Hourly Average RealHourly Average Real--Time Imports from CanadaTime Imports from Canada
April through December 2005April through December 2005

•• The next two figures show the average realThe next two figures show the average real--time net imports into MISO over time net imports into MISO over 
selected interfaces by hour of the day.selected interfaces by hour of the day.

•• The first figure shows the net imports across the Canadian interThe first figure shows the net imports across the Canadian interfaces:faces:

The MISO exchanges power with Canada through interfaces with theThe MISO exchanges power with Canada through interfaces with the Manitoba Manitoba 
Hydro Electricity Board (MHEB) and the Independent Electricity MHydro Electricity Board (MHEB) and the Independent Electricity Market Operator arket Operator 
(IMO) of Ontario.(IMO) of Ontario.

The MISO is a net importer from MHEB through the high voltage DCThe MISO is a net importer from MHEB through the high voltage DC connection, connection, 
and a net exporter to IMO.and a net exporter to IMO.

The net imports from MHEB are generally higher in the peak hoursThe net imports from MHEB are generally higher in the peak hours and lower in the and lower in the 
offoff--peak hours.peak hours.

The Midwest ISO is a net exporter to Ontario The Midwest ISO is a net exporter to Ontario ---- exports to IMO are generally lower exports to IMO are generally lower 
in the peak hours and higher in the offin the peak hours and higher in the off--peak hours.peak hours.

•• The figure also shows the standard deviation of the net imports,The figure also shows the standard deviation of the net imports, indicating that:indicating that:

Net imports from MHEB are much more variable in the offNet imports from MHEB are much more variable in the off--peak hours overnight, peak hours overnight, 
likely caused by the relatively volatile prices in Minnesota in likely caused by the relatively volatile prices in Minnesota in these hours; andthese hours; and

The net imports from MHEB in the other hours and the net exportsThe net imports from MHEB in the other hours and the net exports to IMO are to IMO are 
relatively stable.relatively stable.
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Hourly Average RealHourly Average Real--Time Imports from CanadaTime Imports from Canada
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Hourly Average RealHourly Average Real--Time Imports from CanadaTime Imports from Canada
April through December 2005April through December 2005

•• The following figure shows the average net imports scheduled forThe following figure shows the average net imports scheduled for the MISOthe MISO--PJM PJM 
interface for each hour of the day.interface for each hour of the day.

•• This figure shows:This figure shows:

Overall, MISO is a net importer of power from PJM.Overall, MISO is a net importer of power from PJM.

The MISO generally imports power during the  peak hours of the dThe MISO generally imports power during the  peak hours of the day and exports ay and exports 
power in the offpower in the off--peak hours.peak hours.

•• However, the standard deviation of the net imports is large, indHowever, the standard deviation of the net imports is large, indicating that the icating that the 
magnitude and direction of the flows between the two markets is magnitude and direction of the flows between the two markets is highly variable.highly variable.

This characteristic of the external transactions with PJM is dueThis characteristic of the external transactions with PJM is due to the fact that the to the fact that the 
supply resources in the two areas have similar cost characteristsupply resources in the two areas have similar cost characteristics.ics.

•• The relative prices in PJM and MISO should govern the realThe relative prices in PJM and MISO should govern the real--time net interchange time net interchange 
of power between the two areas.of power between the two areas.
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RealReal--Time Prices and Interface SchedulesTime Prices and Interface Schedules

•• The next three figures evaluate the price convergence and net imThe next three figures evaluate the price convergence and net imports between ports between 
MISO and adjacent markets.MISO and adjacent markets.

The left side of the figures are a scatter plot of the realThe left side of the figures are a scatter plot of the real--time price differences and time price differences and 
the net imports in unconstrained hours.the net imports in unconstrained hours.

The right side of the figures show the average hourly price diffThe right side of the figures show the average hourly price differences and the erences and the 
average magnitude of the hourly price differences (average absolaverage magnitude of the hourly price differences (average absolute differences) ute differences) 
on a monthly basis.on a monthly basis.

•• In an efficient market, prices at the interface should tend to cIn an efficient market, prices at the interface should tend to converge when the onverge when the 
interfaces between the regions is not congested. interfaces between the regions is not congested. 

•• Like other markets, the Midwest ISO relies on participants to inLike other markets, the Midwest ISO relies on participants to increase or decrease crease or decrease 
their net imports to causes prices to converge between markets.their net imports to causes prices to converge between markets.

Given the uncertainty regarding the difference in prices (becausGiven the uncertainty regarding the difference in prices (because the transactions e the transactions 
are scheduled in advance), one should not expect perfect convergare scheduled in advance), one should not expect perfect convergence.ence.
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RealReal--Time Prices and Interface SchedulesTime Prices and Interface Schedules
PJM and MISOPJM and MISO

The results for the PJM interface indicate:The results for the PJM interface indicate:

•• The prices in the two areas are relatively well arbitraged in moThe prices in the two areas are relatively well arbitraged in most hours.st hours.

•• The convergence is better in the dayThe convergence is better in the day--ahead market because the prices are much less ahead market because the prices are much less 
volatile than in real time.volatile than in real time.

•• MISO interface prices are slightly higher than MISO interface prices are slightly higher than PJMPJM’’ss on a consistent basis.  on a consistent basis.  

This may be due in part to differences in how the interface pricThis may be due in part to differences in how the interface price is calculated e is calculated ––
MISO uses an average of all PJM nodes, which can overstate the pMISO uses an average of all PJM nodes, which can overstate the price under some rice under some 
conditions.conditions.

•• Participants have not been fully effective at arbitraging the prParticipants have not been fully effective at arbitraging the prices between the two ices between the two 
areas.areas.

•• To achieve better price convergence, we recommend that the To achieve better price convergence, we recommend that the RTOsRTOs consider consider 
expanding the JOA to optimize the net interchange between the twexpanding the JOA to optimize the net interchange between the two areas.o areas.

Under this approach, the participantsUnder this approach, the participants’’ transactions would be purely financial.  The transactions would be purely financial.  The 
RTOsRTOs would determine the optimal physical interchange based on the rwould determine the optimal physical interchange based on the relative elative 
prices in the two areas.prices in the two areas.

This change would likely achieve the vast majority of any potentThis change would likely achieve the vast majority of any potential savings ial savings 
associated with jointly dispatching the generation in the two reassociated with jointly dispatching the generation in the two regions.gions.
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RealReal--Time Prices and Interface SchedulesTime Prices and Interface Schedules
PJM and MISOPJM and MISO
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DayDay--Ahead Prices and Interface SchedulesAhead Prices and Interface Schedules
PJM and MISOPJM and MISO
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RealReal--Time Prices and Interface SchedulesTime Prices and Interface Schedules
IMO and MISOIMO and MISO

•• The following figure provides the same analysis as the prior twoThe following figure provides the same analysis as the prior two, but for the MISO , but for the MISO 
–– IMO interface.IMO interface.

The MISO is a net exporter of power to IMO in virtually all hourThe MISO is a net exporter of power to IMO in virtually all hours, which is clear s, which is clear 
from the scatter plot.from the scatter plot.

On average, the prices in MISO are lower than the prices in IMO,On average, the prices in MISO are lower than the prices in IMO, which makes the which makes the 
net exports rational.net exports rational.

However, there are many instances when the exports occur when thHowever, there are many instances when the exports occur when the IMO price is e IMO price is 
lower than the price in MISO.lower than the price in MISO.

•• The schedules over this interface do not appear to be highly resThe schedules over this interface do not appear to be highly responsive to the price ponsive to the price 
difference between the two markets.difference between the two markets.

•• Interpreting these results is complicated by the fact that IMO dInterpreting these results is complicated by the fact that IMO does not have a nodal oes not have a nodal 
market so the IMO price may not fully reflect the true value of market so the IMO price may not fully reflect the true value of power being power being 
imported from MISO imported from MISO –– internal constraints could cause such imports to be internal constraints could cause such imports to be 
undesirable.undesirable.
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RealReal--Time Prices and Interface SchedulesTime Prices and Interface Schedules
IMO and MISOIMO and MISO
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Market to Market EventsMarket to Market Events

•• The MISO and PJM currently coordinate the relief of transmissionThe MISO and PJM currently coordinate the relief of transmission constraints that constraints that 
both systems impact (referred to as the both systems impact (referred to as the ““marketmarket--toto--marketmarket”” process)process)

When a marketWhen a market--toto--market constraint is activated, the markets exchange shadow market constraint is activated, the markets exchange shadow 
prices and the relief requested (the desired reduction in flow) prices and the relief requested (the desired reduction in flow) from other market. from other market. 

The shadow price measures the cost of relieving the constraint aThe shadow price measures the cost of relieving the constraint as determined by s determined by 
each respective market.each respective market.

Each market is entitled to a certain flow on each of the marketEach market is entitled to a certain flow on each of the market--toto--market constraints.  market constraints.  
Settlements are made between the Settlements are made between the ISOsISOs depending on its flow over the constraint depending on its flow over the constraint 
relative to its entitlement.relative to its entitlement.

•• This process is key for ensuring that generation is efficiently This process is key for ensuring that generation is efficiently rere--dispatched to dispatched to 
manage these constraints and that prices in the two markets are manage these constraints and that prices in the two markets are consistent.consistent.

•• The following figure shows the total number of marketThe following figure shows the total number of market--toto--market events (instances market events (instances 
when a marketwhen a market--toto--market constraint is binding) by month.  The figure shows:market constraint is binding) by month.  The figure shows:

The MISO marketThe MISO market--toto--market constraints occur seasonally (peaking in the summer) market constraints occur seasonally (peaking in the summer) 
and are evenly divided between the peak and offand are evenly divided between the peak and off--peak hours.peak hours.

PJM has activated marketPJM has activated market--toto--market constraints slightly less frequently and they market constraints slightly less frequently and they 
occur more frequently in offoccur more frequently in off--peak hours. peak hours. 
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PJM MarketPJM Market--toto--Market Constraints Market Constraints 
Shadow Price ConvergenceShadow Price Convergence

•• The next figure shows the most frequently called marketThe next figure shows the most frequently called market--toto--market constraints on market constraints on 
the PJM system. the PJM system. 

Events are determined when a marketEvents are determined when a market--toto--market constraint is active and binding for market constraint is active and binding for 
at least 6 intervals (30 minutes).  at least 6 intervals (30 minutes).  

The events are divided in half The events are divided in half ---- the average shadow price difference between the the average shadow price difference between the 
two systems and requested relief is shown for each half. two systems and requested relief is shown for each half. 

•• The figure shows that the shadow prices move toward convergence The figure shows that the shadow prices move toward convergence over the duration over the duration 
of the event, but good convergence is frequently not achieved, lof the event, but good convergence is frequently not achieved, likely due to:ikely due to:

The fact that the requested relief is typically not modified oveThe fact that the requested relief is typically not modified over the term of the event; r the term of the event; 

A A ““relaxationrelaxation”” by MISO on the limit for the constraint when the requested reliby MISO on the limit for the constraint when the requested relief ef 
cannot be provided at a cost that is lower than the PJM shadow pcannot be provided at a cost that is lower than the PJM shadow price.rice.

•• To address these issues, we recommend:To address these issues, we recommend:
The marketThe market--toto--market process be enhanced to optimize the relief requested basemarket process be enhanced to optimize the relief requested based on d on 
the relative shadow prices.the relative shadow prices.

The constraint relaxation algorithm be discontinued and the pricThe constraint relaxation algorithm be discontinued and the prices be set based on es be set based on 
the PJM shadow price when the requested relief cannot be providethe PJM shadow price when the requested relief cannot be provided at a lower d at a lower 
marginal cost marginal cost –– this will substantially improve the convergence of the prices athis will substantially improve the convergence of the prices affected ffected 
by the marketby the market--toto--market constraints.market constraints.
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PJM MarketPJM Market--toto--Market ConstraintsMarket Constraints
Relief Requested and Shadow PricesRelief Requested and Shadow Prices
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Active MISO MarketActive MISO Market--toto--Market ConstraintsMarket Constraints
April April -- December 2005December 2005

•• The next figure shows the most frequently called marketThe next figure shows the most frequently called market--toto--market constraints on market constraints on 
the MISO system. the MISO system. 

Eau Claire Eau Claire ArpinArpin is the most frequently called marketis the most frequently called market--toto--market constraint by market constraint by 
MISO. MISO. 

It is called more frequently than all other MISO marketIt is called more frequently than all other MISO market--toto--market constraints market constraints 
combined.combined.

We did not have access to the PJM shadow price for these constraWe did not have access to the PJM shadow price for these constraints so the figure ints so the figure 
only shows the magnitude of the MISO shadow price on these constonly shows the magnitude of the MISO shadow price on these constraints and the raints and the 
average relief requested.average relief requested.

•• This figure shows that This figure shows that 

The shadow prices do not decline substantially after the marketThe shadow prices do not decline substantially after the market--toto--market constraint market constraint 
is activated; andis activated; and

Like the PJM constraints, the requested relief is relatively staLike the PJM constraints, the requested relief is relatively stable over the term of the ble over the term of the 
events and the relief requested is frequently fairly low.events and the relief requested is frequently fairly low.

•• Like our recommendation for the PJM constraints, optimizing the Like our recommendation for the PJM constraints, optimizing the quantity of relief quantity of relief 
that is requested would improve the operation of the marketthat is requested would improve the operation of the market--toto--market process.market process.
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MISO MarketMISO Market--toto--Market ConstraintsMarket Constraints
Relief Requested and Shadow PricesRelief Requested and Shadow Prices


